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EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: FEBRUARY
1997 AND THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

Friday, March 7,1997

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 1334,
Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton and Hinchey.
Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Colleen Healy, Juanita Morgan, Mary

Hewitt, Roni Singleton, Amy Pardo and Brenda Janowiak.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN
Representative Saxton. Good morning. Once again I am pleased

to welcome Commissioner Abraham before the Joint Economic
Committee, and let me say at the outset it is fairly evident that this
hearing will have sparse attendance, and there is a reason for that. This
morning, Republicans and Democrats have joined together in a bipartisan
retreat in Hershey, Pennsylvania. The purpose of that retreat is to try to
get to know each other better so we can move forward policy matters in
a more constructive-hopefully in a more constructive manner. So I
stayed behind this morning to be here with Dr. Abraham and her staff,
and I am pleased to be able to do that.

The employment data reported this morning are good news for
American workers. Payroll employment was up a strong 339,000, and
the unemployment rate was essentially unchanged at 5.3 percent. The
data reflect a continuation of the economic expansion that began in 1991.
Needless to say, this business cycle expansion was not caused by the tax
increases of 1990 or 1993. The current expansion marks another phase
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in the cyclical pattern that has characterized the U.S. economy over our

entire history.

Another Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) statistic, the Consumer

Price Index (CPI), has been the center of a growing controversy in recent

months. As I have stated many times, Congress needs to closely examine

the technical issues regarding the Consumer Price Index before policy

decisions are made in this area. A potential trillion dollars of tax

increases and benefit restraint would affect too many people for decisions

to be made without complete information.

This is why I requested a BLS study of the issues raised by the

Boskin Commission report which was released a month or so ago. We

in Congress, and any others who may be appointed, need information as

soon as possible. Staff discussions between the Joint Economic

Committee and the Bureau of Labor Statistics have defined the

forthcoming BLS study to facilitate a prompt turnaround. Obviously we

will provide the BLS study to Members of Congress and any commission

that may come into existence.

In an ideal world, the Bureau of Labor Statistics would have as

much time to complete this as the Boskin Commission needed to

complete its report, which was a couple of years. However, we do not

live in an ideal world. Recent events make clear the need to accelerate

the production of the BLS study. I have tried to provide a forum here at

the Joint Economic Committee for an analytical review of the problems

connected to the CPI, but I am, I just say, somewhat frustrated that the

BLS has not been better able to explain the CPI issues.

Let me just stop for just a minute and deviate from my prepared

testimony and just say why I am so concerned about this. I read in this

morning's-I guess I read in yesterday's Wall Street Journal that on one

hand the movement toward a commission seems to have slowed. I read

on the other hand in this morning's Washington press that there is some

disagreement among congressional leaders. On the Senate side, there is

a strong desire to move toward a commission and make decisions in a

rather quick manner. On the other hand, the House leadership seems to

want to go slow, and frankly, I would delight in taking some credit for

getting the House in a position of slow movement. That is because
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changing the CPI quickly before we know all the facts could provide for
tax increases over the long run.

A trillion dollars in savings, as suggested by the Boskin
Commission, may be available. I believe that at least 40 percent of that
would come in the way of tax increases. So to put our country and our
taxpayers in a position where an arcane change in a formula produces a
different CPI, which over the long haul produces as much as $400 a year
in increased taxes for each American taxpayer on average, is a very
serious matter.

So I continue to urge restraint on this issue and will get into this
more as we move forward in the question and answer period.

The recent and forthcoming improvements in the CPI that have been
under preparation for some time have not been effectively explained by
the BLS to the public. Given the controversy around the CPI issue, BLS
needs to be more aggressive in addressing the valid concerns of Congress
and the public regarding the CPI.

[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton, along with recent
Joint Economic Committee Briefs on the Consumer Price Index, appear
in the Submissions for the Record]

Representative Saxton. Dr. Abraham, once again, welcome. We
are glad you are here this morning and glad you have good news, and we
are ready to hear your testimony.

I am sorry. Mr. Hinchey came in while I was giving my opening
statement, so please proceed

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE MAURICE D. HINCHEY

Representative Hinchey. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I was glad to hear your opening statement. I certainly want to concur
with your analysis of the discussion with regard to the CPI. I think your
statement urging restraint in movement in that area is, I think, very sound
and well-reasoned, very intelligent. I certainly join you in that.

I look very much forward to your testimony here this morning,
Commissioner. I know you bring some good news. The payroll
employment is up almost 340,000 since the last report. That, of course,
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indicates that the economy is still moving along at a fairly strong rate,
and we, of course, welcome that news.

Also, the issue of the CPI, as the Chairman stated, is critically
important. The idea that it should be increased as some have advocated,
the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, for example, would mean,
in effect, something like a $1 trillion tax increase for certain aspects of
the American economy and some of the American people. So, as the
Chairman indicated, it is something we ought to do very carefully and
very deliberately.

So I want to join the Chairman in welcoming you here this morning,
and we look forward to hearing what you are going to tell us.

Representative Saxton. Dr. Abraham.

STATEMENT OF THE

HONORABLE KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM,

COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE

COMMISSIONER FOR PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND

PHIL RONES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF CURRENT
EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Abraham Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I guess following our
normal practice, I would like to begin by talking about the employment
and unemployment data that we have to release this morning. As you
have noted, nonfarm payroll employment rose by 339,000 in February,
following a gain of 247,000 in January. The unemployment rate at 5.3
percent was about unchanged over the month.

Much of the February employment increase occurred in con-
struction, which added 109,000 jobs. The magnitude of February's
increase can be attributed to mild weather across much of the country
following unusually severe weather in January which had restricted job
growth. Nevertheless, job growth in construction has been strong since
late 1995.

The services industry added 80,000 jobs over the month following
a much larger increase in January. February employment growth in
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services was held down by a large decline in help-supply services, a
decline of 47,000. This industry exhibited an unusually large increase
last month, then a decline this month. That reflects some issues related
to the seasonal adjustment factors for the industry having to do with last
year's January blizzard that I would be happy to elaborate on if you
would like.

Several services industries also had notable job gains in February,
including computer and data processing services and engineering and
management services. Employment growth in health services was
somewhat off its pace in recent months with a gain of just 14,000, but
this followed a very large increase in January.

Elsewhere within the service-producing sector of the economy, retail
trade added 49,000 jobs in February, following no growth in January.
The February increase was driven by a large gain in general merchandise
stores that offset a similarly sized decline last month. Typically, there
are substantial layoffs in department stores in both January and February;
this year, however, the layoffs were concentrated in January. Hiring in
wholesale trade picked up substantially in February with an increase of
21,000 jobs. There was a sizeable addition to transportation payrolls.
This is the second large increase in a row for this industry. Finance and
real estate continue to show steady growth. Within government,
employment in state and local government rose in February, reflecting
large gains in state and local education, though Federal payrolls
continued to ebb.

In contrast, manufacturing employment was essentially unchanged
over the month, with most of the durable and nondurable goods industries
showing little or no change. Employment continued to wane in apparel,
which lost 5,000 jobs over the month and has shed 65,000 jobs over the
past year. The manufacturing workweek, at 41.9 hours in February, rose
by two-tenths of an hour over the month, and factory overtime edged up
by one-tenth of an hour to 4.7 hours.

Looking at the private sector overall, average hours more than
rebounded from their sharp weather-related decline, increasing
eight-tenths of an hour to 35 hours in February. Average hourly earnings
for private production rose three cents in February to $12.09. This
follows gains of two cents in January and five cents in December.
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Shifting to the data from our survey of households, the
unemployment rate was essentially unchanged in February at 5.3 percent
after seasonal adjustment. The jobless rate has held at or near this level
since last summer. The rates for all major demographic groups showed
little change over the month.

In summary then, nonfarm employment rose by 339,000 in February
as widespread gains in the service producing sector were buoyed by a
large increase in construction. The unemployment rate was little changed
at 5.3 percent.

My colleagues and I, as always, would be happy to answer any
questions you or Mr. Hinchey might wish to raise, either recording these
data or other data that was produced.

[The prepared statement of Commissioner Abraham appears in the
Submissions for the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Dr. Abraham. In

your statement you note that the effects of weather conditions on certain
industries in February had an effect perhaps on these numbers. How was
construction employment affected by the weather over the last couple of
months?

Ms. Abraham. Well, going back to January, there was particularly
bad weather in large parts of the country in January, and we think that
that held down seasonally adjusted employment growth in January.
Putting it slightly differently, we probably saw more seasonal layoffs
than we ordinarily might have expected.

In February, to contrast, the weather was extraordinarily good for
outdoor work, and the impact of that was that there were more people on
payrolls than there ordinarily would have been at this time of year. So
I think it is clear that this 109,000 increase in construction employment
exaggerates strength in the industry, but it would be difficult to dis-
tinguish how much was due to weather patterns versus what was going
on in terms of underlying strength in the industry.

Representative Saxton. Would you care to comment relative to job
increases in the service sector as compared to the manufacturing sector?

Ms. Abraham. As is typical, much of the employment increase
over the month was concentrated in the service-producing sector. Phil
may have some figures on that to contribute.
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Mr. Rones. This month, because we had the large increase in
construction, about a third of the growth was in the goods producing
sector which includes the construction industry. If you look at a longer
term, over the past year we see that 91 percent of the job growth has been
in this broad service-producing sector of the economy.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Dr. Abraham, I would like to turn now to the CPI issue, as does, I

think, most everybody who is here today, recognizing that the Bureau of
Labor Statistics has a very special responsibility, and that is to determine
from time to time the rate of inflation. The measure we have customarily
used for that, at least in recent history, is known as the Consumer Price
Index. Throughout our government and throughout our business or
private sector, the CPI is used for many important purposes. And so I
have some questions which I would like to go through for the purpose of
a discussion on this matter here publicly today so that policy makers as
well as citizens have access to this information, relating to what is,
probably to most people, a fairly arcane, hidden subject.

Commissioner, is it true that the Consumer Price Index was not
designated to be a COLA measure, or cost-of-living adjustment for the
government, and that some of the problems we have might be related to
using a tool for a purpose for which it was not designed?

Ms. Abraham. I guess I would respond to that by saying the
Bureau of Labor Statistics has attempted for a good, long time to be clear
about what the CPI is and what it isn't. It is a measure of the change in
the cost of purchasing a fixed market basket of goods and services. It
does not take into account, in its present form, opportunities that
consumers may have to shift their consumption bundle when relative
prices change. A cost-of-living measure would do that. Because it
doesn't take this substitution behavior into account, the CPI provides an
upper bound estimate of change in the cost of living, leaving other issues
related to quality of goods and so on to the side for a moment.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Last month we discussed the necessity of changing the CPI formula

from time to time, or the basket of goods, and the difficulties involved in
making those changes in order to arrive at a more accurate CPI. Today
there is widespread impression that the Bureau of Labor Statistics has
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done little or nothing to improve the accuracy of the CPI in recent years.
Is this impression accurate?

Ms. Abraham. No, if that is indeed the impression that people
have, it is not accurate. We have, over the whole long history of the
Bureau being responsible for producing the CPI, made many
improvements in the procedures and methods that are used. In
particular, focusing on the past couple of years, we have made a number
of significant improvements in our procedures. We would be happy to
list them for you if you would like.

Representative Saxton. In fact, Dr. Abraham, hasn't the BLS taken
steps in recent years to address the formula bias and recently also
changed the hospital services component of the CPI?

Ms. Abraham. Yes, that is correct. I might add that we are
planning as of next January to be introducing new updated weights in the
index. We have been actively working on the production of alternative
indexes using different methods that will help us as we make decisions
about how the CPI will be calculated in the future, and as you know, we
have put forward a budget proposal for funding beginning in fiscal year
1998 that would allow us to move forward aggressively with addressing
a number of other issues within the CPI.

Representative Saxton. And isn't it true that within the next year
your plans are to introduce new and more current procedures that some
estimate could shave as much as two-tenths of a percent off the CPI?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct. In January of 1998, we will be
introducing new weights, and the Congressional Budget Office has made
an impact estimate of what impact that is likely to have on the index.
Their estimate is it will reduce it about by about 0.2 percentage points a
year.

Representative Saxton. We in the Congress have been under the
impression that the CPI has been reweighted every 10 years or so. The
recent reweighting seems to have been somewhat delayed, however. Did
funding problems have anything to do with the delay, and did money play
any role in this delay or that of any other proposed improvements to the
CPI?

Ms. Abraham. The past history has been that weights in the CPI
have been updated about every 10 years. It has not been on a rigid,
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exactly-every- 10-year schedule. It has been about every 10 years. I
came to the Bureau in the fall of 1993, and I really can't speak in an
informed way to the history of funding for the CPI revision prior to my
arrival.

Representative Saxton. In the last-
Ms. Abraham. But we did receive funding for getting started on

the revision of the CPI, the roughly-every- 10-year revision of which this
weighting is a part, in my first year at the Bureau.

Representative Saxton. Did funding problems have anything to do
with the delay, and did money play any role in the delay? Obviously
there has been a delay.

Ms. Abraham. Well, as I said, the schedule for updating the
weights has not been a fixed, rigid schedule.

Representative Saxton. During your tenure, did this
Administration reject or refuse to accommodate any BLS proposal for
CPI adjustments in 1993, 1994, 1995, or 1996?

Ms. Abraham. As I indicated, I came to the Bureau in October of
1993. At that point, the budget for fiscal year 1994 was already set. We
received funding to get started with the CPI revision in my first year
there, that is for fiscal year 1995.

Given that I don't have this information here, perhaps I could offer
to provide you with a history of what happened with funding for the
revision and other activities for the record.
[Letter, along with history of funding, to Representative Jim Saxton by
Commissioner Abraham appear in the Submissions for the Record.]

Representative Saxton. My understanding is that some time in
1993 or 1994, perhaps prior to the beginning of your tenure, there was a
request by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to the Administration for
funding for purposes of bringing up to date the CPI formula and/or
process. I appreciate your offer to provide us with documents that would
speak to that request and denial, if there was one, and we would
appreciate very much having the opportunity to review those documents.
So I would ask that budget documents, including any proposal for
improvements to the CPI, be provided to the Joint Economic Committee
for our records. Would that seem -
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Ms. Abraham. Let me look at what we have got, and my interest
is simply not to provide you today with information that might be
inaccurate, since I don't have this all at my fingertips.

Representative Saxton. Okay. Thank you very much.

It was recently announced that the BLS will soon begin publication
of an experimental index that would be evaluated through the end of the
year. Is the intent to then eventually include validated components of
this experimental index in the regular CPI program?

Ms. Abraham. That is what we are looking at. The evaluation that
we are doing is the evaluation of the applicability of what is termed the
geometric mean formula, the calculation of the subindexes. And we are
looking at whether there are components of the index in which that
formula might be more appropriate than the formula we are currently
using, and our intention, if we can conclude that there are, is to adopt
whatever formula we deem most appropriate in the official index. It
would take effect in the official CPI most likely, if we decide to make
changes, in January of 1999. We need to give users of the CPI some
advanced notice of changes of that sort.

Representative Saxton. The point that I think is important here is
that there is an ongoing process that changes the market basket from time
to time, that updates BLS procedures, and that that process is ongoing,
and that this experimental index that will go into place and be studied
during the balance of this year is part of that ongoing effort; is that
correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.

Representative Saxton. As I understand it, in constructing the CPI,
BLS relies on solid empirical evidence and can make changes only on
that basis. Judgments by informed experts on specific CPI issues may
have some validity, but often cannot be confirmed by objective measures
needed to be integrated into the CPI. If BLS relied on judgments that
were debatable to make changes in the CPI, could the Agency possibly
become subject to legal action by private parties affected by changes in
the CPI?

Ms. Abraham. I must admit that I have not thought about that
particular question. It has always been the position of the Bureau that
what we ought to be doing in producing our statistics is using objective
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methods, well-specified procedures that yield reproducible results. I
think that that is important to maintaining the confidence of the public in
the measures that we produce, that they are not based on judgments that
might in any way be viewed as arbitrary or subjective.

It is not just the BLS that thinks that that is the right way to go in
producing this sort of measure. I don't know whether you happened to
see the editorial in the Wall Street Journal on February 26th authored by
Martin Feldstein. He has given testimony to this effect as well. If I
could just quote a sentence from his editorial, "BLS rightly insists that it
must calculate the CPI according to rigorous, replicable methods and
cannot introduce arbitrary judgments about possible overall change from
new products and from quality changes."

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
What worries me currently is that there is a debate ongoing among

elected officials and other government officials where other kinds of
pressures are being brought to bear on this issue that go in a direction that
might take us some place other than where empirical evidence would
otherwise take us. Again, I point to recent press accounts that suggest that
the President is debating this issue and hasn't taken a stand on this issue
yet, meaning it is an open question as to how the President might like to
proceed. And there is some difference of opinion in the Congress, and,
of course, when the Congress and the President begin to debate issues,
the final decisions aren't always made on empirical-on an empirical
evidence basis. Relative to this CPI issue, that concerns me a great deal,
and I would assume it would concern you as well; is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. What I was speaking to was the issue of what I
think it is appropriate for the Bureau of Labor Statistics to do in
producing our measures. The Consumer Price Index is put together in a
certain way. There are things that we measure. There are also some
things that it would be difficult for us to measure, and it would not be
appropriate for me to be expressing a view one way or another-.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Ms. Abraham. -about whether, in view of the things that we do

and don't do, Congress wished to make a decision to use the CPI in a
different way than it has been used in the past.
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Representative Saxton. Well, let me just pursue this point slightly
further. When I talk about other pressures being brought to bear in the
political arena, there is no greater pressure point that I know of than
talking about the CPI and changing the CPI when we begin to relate it to
issues like decreases in benefits for social security beneficiaries. That
becomes a much different issue than talking about whether or not the CPI
is accurately, based on empirical data.

The White House and the Congress are currently considering
making changes in the CPI process within that ultra sensitive political
arena. I would assume that would cause you some concern, as well as -
that may be the hot button, but tax increases certainly are not a
lightweight pressure on all of us either. So tax increases could come
about because of changes that do not rely on empirical data. Tax
increases and social security decreases might tend to encourage this
institution or others, such as the White House, to make decisions based
on the wrong types of input and facts.

Would you agree?

Ms. Abraham. I view my job as working hard to ensure that the
BLS is producing the best possible Consumer Price Index and that we are
being as clear as we can possibly be about what it is we have measured
and what the remaining issues with whatever index we have produced
are; and from that point, it is for others to make judgments about whether
and how that index should be used.

Representative Saxton. If Congress were to decide to use a
different price index as an escalator for benefit programs and taxes,
would BLS have any objections?

Ms. Abraham. Absolutely not.

Representative Saxton. If the Federal Reserve desired to set up a
retail price index program, would the BLS have a problem with that idea?

Ms. Abraham. I guess the only conceivable problem that I would
have with that idea is that I think that it might be a bit difficult to explain
to establishments that we were asking for information, why it was that
the Federal Government was engaged in two separate data collection
activities to get at essentially the same thing. So I would have that sort
of operational, but beyond that, no.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Dr. Abraham.
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Let me ask one more question and then I will yield to Mr. Hinchey.
Assuming that the CPI overstatement could be measured with laser-like
precision, is there any necessary reason that it would be exactly the same
each year? Shouldn't we expect it to vary with waves of new technology,
product cycles, and perhaps business cycles?

Ms. Abraham. This was the possible bias in the Consumer Price
Index?

Representative Saxton. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. Abraham. Sure, you might expect that that would vary from

year to year or over periods of time, depending on the kinds of things you
are talking about.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Hinchey, for your questions.
Representative Hinchey. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And thank you again, Commissioner. I thought that was a very

interesting line of questioning, and your answers, I think, are also very
instructive. This is an issue, of course, that has gotten a great deal of
public attention for a lot of reasons. There was an awful lot at stake. The
adjustments in the CPI as they have been suggested by such very notable
people in our economic structure as the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board would have far-reaching consequences for millions of Americans
if those suggestions were followed by the Congress, and there are, I
believe, some people here in the Congress who would, if they were able,
bring about a balanced budget faster, more expeditiously, even if it meant
reducing benefits for certain people who really need those benefits and,
others might argue, might not ought to have them reduced.

So this is a very important discussion. It goes far beyond just the
technical aspects of numbers, but really relates to the quality of lives of
millions of Americans, many of whom really are living on sort of an
economic edge, just barely making it from week to week and month to
month. So this is a critically important question.

Is there any reason to believe, Commissioner, that a separate
commission established by the Congress could produce a more accurate
description of the increase in consumer prices on a regular base than the
Bureau of Labor Statistics?

40-216 - 97 - 2
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After all, this is your expertise. This is something that you do pro-

fessionally. You have people who are very highly skilled in looking at

changes in the economy and making judgments based upon those
changes.

Is there any reason why we should believe that some commission
that was appointed without those kinds of skills could produce anything
like a more realistic number than the one that is produced by the agency
you currently head?

Ms. Abraham. Perhaps I could answer that by going back to

something I said in response to a question from Chairman Saxton.

I think that the staff of the Bureau of Labor Statistics have done an

excellent job over the years and continue to do an excellent job of

measuring things that it is possible to measure, using the kind of

techniques that is appropriate for us to use.

We need to be employing in the construction of the Consumer Price

Index and our other measures methods that can be specified in advance,
that yield results that are reproducible in the sense that if we had

someone else come in to do the work, they would get the same answer,
so that we are not applying judgment in a broad way in coming up with
the data that we are reporting.

At the same time, there are things that we are clearly not measuring
at the present time and that it would be very difficult for us ever to

measure. I am thinking about the things like the value of increased
variety in stores, or the gain to consumers associated with having

available on the market new products that do new things that were never

available before, or things like deterioration in the quality of retail

service, improvements in the quality of medical care that mean that
people who go through procedures get better outcomes.

There is a whole set of things that we, at this point at least, don't

know how to measure. And if the Congress were to conclude that the

Congress wished to have someone else try to make some judgments,
given information on those things, that would not be something that I
would have a view on.

Representative Hinchey. Something you would not have a view

on?
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Ms. Abraham. Something I would not have a view on. That is a
policy call. Certainly the information we provide does do some things;
it does not do other things.

Representative Hinchey. Yes. What you do is measure basic
elements of the economy, the cost of a market-basket of goods, things
that are essential in the lives of most Americans. Some of the things you
have described and have been described by others - for instance, the
quality of the picture on a television receiver, those kinds of things are
obviously much more subtle, but I would argue more of a boutique
nature. They are less essential. If you include those kinds of things in
the calculation of the CPI, you begin to look at something that is quite
different from the basic elements that are essential to maintain a certain
standard of living. You begin to look at it in an entirely different way.
And that is what, in effect, is being urged upon the Congress to some
extent.

Ms. Abraham. Perhaps to clarify, the CPI is not designed to track
the cost of purchasing things that are essential for living. The CPI is
designed to track the cost of purchasing that set of things that we actually
see people buying. So expenditures on tobacco are reflected in the index
with a weight, expenditures on alcohol are reflected in the index with a
weight and so on.

Representative Hinchey. Yes. What I mean by that, not essential
to living, but just the common, ordinary things people buy in order to
maintain a certain basic standard of living in our society at this particular
moment.

Ms. Abraham. Well, I guess I would add to that that we do, in the
construction of the current index, make an effort to account for
improvements in the quality of items, so that if the automobile that is
being sold this year is better in certain respects than the automobile that
was sold last year, we do make an effort to take the part of the increase
in the cost of that car that is due to those improvements out in the
measure of price change that we report.

Representative Hinchey. Okay. Thank you.
There has been some increase in the last couple of months, you have

reported increases in wages. Wages have begun to start moving up again
after a long period of time when they did not. Can you establish for us
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a relationship between the increase in wages that you have reported and
increases in productivity?

Ms. Abraham. Boy, not on any short-term, month-to-month or
quarter-to-quarter basis.

Representative Hinchey. But productivity is rising always.

Ms. Abraham. Gosh, I do not have at hand those figures. Perhaps
I could turn to Ed Dean, our Associate Commissioner for Productivity,
to recite the latest figures on that.

Mr. Dean. For the business sector of the economy, the percentage
change between the fourth-quarter of 1995 and the fourth-quarter of 1996
was 1.5 percent. The percent change in hourly compensation over the
same time period was 3.7 percent. After adjustment using the CPI-U for
the same period, the increase in real hourly compensation was 0.6
percent.

Representative Hinchey. I didn't get that last part.

Mr. Dean. 0.6 percent from the fourth-quarter of 1995 to the
fourth-quarter of 1996.

Representative Hinchey. What does that number reflect?

Mr. Dean. That is the hourly compensation increase over that time
period adjusted for changes in the CPI-U, the CPI for all Urban
consumers, and we label it, therefore, the real hourly compensation
change.

Representative Hinchey. Please say that again.

Mr. Dean. The change in real hourly compensation on the fourth-
quarter of 1995 to the fourth-quarter of 1996 was 0.6 percent, compared
with a nominal increase in hourly compensation over the same time
period of 3.7, and an increase in business sector productivity of 1.5
percent.

Representative Hinchey. If I understand your numbers correctly,
productivity is rising at a rate faster than wages are increasing.

Mr. Dean. Over this particular four-quarter period, that is the
correct answer. We have, of course, information over longer time spans.

Representative Hinchey. Well, this phenomenon you are reporting
with regard to wages is relatively new. As I understand it, wages have
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been essentially flat for some period of time, and now they begin to move
up again; is that accurate?

Mr. Dean. They have moved up recently more rapidly than they did
earlier in the 1990.

Representative Hinchey. Okay. So my conclusion then, and
correct me if I am mistaken, based on what you just said, although wages
are beginning to go back up, productivity is currently rising faster than
the increase in wages.

Mr. Dean. I could look up or provide for the record information
over longer time periods. You are correct in your remarks with respect
to the four quarters ending in the fourth-quarter of 1996.

Representative Hinchey. I would appreciate if you would do that
over a long time period, but I am particularly interested in this time
period, because this time period has been cited by some as an indication
that we are beginning to see indications of new inflation, where that
doesn't seem to be the case. There is no inflation if productivity is going
up faster than wages are going up. So this is something I hope our
friends at the Federal Reserve Board when it meets, that is the Federal
Open Market Committee meets on the 25th of this month, I would-
maybe you do this routinely, but I would request of you that you send a
message to Mr. Greenspan, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board,
in which you indicate to him, as you have indicated to the Committee
here this morning, that although wages are beginning to go up,
productivity is going up faster, and therefore there is no wage push
inflation in the economy currently. Would you be kind enough to do
that?

[Letter, along with supporting evidence of recent trends in productivity,
to Representative Hinchey by Commissoner Abraham appear in the
Submissions for the Record.]

Ms. Abraham. It is my understanding that Chairman Greenspan
scrutinizes all of our data most carefully.

Representative Hinchey. Well, I appreciate that he likely does;
however, I would like to assist him in coming to the proper conclusions
as he examines those data, because I fear at some points in the past he
may not have done so.
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Representative Saxton. If the gentleman would just yield, the

Chairman of the Fed, Alan Greenspan, will be here with us on, I believe,
March 20th, and we will have the opportunity to discuss these issues with
him in some depth at that time as well.

Representative Hinchey. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
That is a very timely appearance, just before the FOMC meets. Thank
you very much.

Ms. Abraham. Thank you.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Hinchey.

Mr. Hinchey mentioned the difficulty of being accurate on CPI
issues. In fact, Mr. Hinchey, it is interesting to point out that the Boskin
Commission, which, incidentally, spent two years studying this issue and
related issues before coming to a conclusion, apparently found that the
overstatement in inflation in the CPI ranged from seven-tenths of I
percent-keeping in mind that in recent years inflation has been rather
low, the misstatement in the CPI ranged from seven-tenths of I percent
to two percentage points. Now, this is a huge deviation, and I think that
the Boskin Commission itself, which studied this issue for two years,
came to a conclusion that translates to me to say that this computation is
extremely difficult, and it perhaps borders on impossible to get the kind
of accuracy that some in this town today would like to see.

As a matter of fact, it is interesting to point out that the survey that
is used to compute the CPI includes some 90,000 items that are
purchased and sold in our country and includes a survey of some 22,000
retail outlets. Now, I don't know how economists and accountants and
analysts think about these issues, but this seems to me to be a rather
arduous task. As a matter of fact, going back as far as 1928, we find
interesting evidence from associates of Alan Greenspan, as a matter of
fact, Ludwig von Mises, who is one of Alan Greenspan's compadres and

belongs to his circle of intellectuals. Let me just quote from one of his
writings from many decades ago. He noted that even the problem of
weighting, and when we are talking about weighting, it is how you get to
an accurate CPI and how certain things are discounted and other things
gain more prominence in the computation, he said, quote, weighting is,
quote, "not capable of solution with certainty in a way as to be
recognized by everyone as right. This idea that changes in the purchasing
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power of money may be measured is scientifically untenable." Now, that
is as far back as 1928.

So it is a very interesting issue to ponder how able we may be, as a
Congress, dealing with issues like social security and tax increases or a
commission appointed by the Congress of our friends and associates. It
seems to me this is at best a very difficult issue and one the Bureau of
Labor Statistics wrestles with day in and day out, sometimes with
adequate resources to do so, and sometimes, I think we are going to find
out, without adequate resources to do so. So, Dr. Abraham, these are
difficult issues, we know that, and we appreciate the task that you have
in dealing with them.

I don't know that I have any other specific questions this morning on
this issue, but I do know that it causes me a great deal of concern for all
of the reasons that I have given earlier. So I have no other questions at
this time. If you have something further that you would like to add, we
would be more than pleased to hear from you.

Ms. Abraham. No. I guess the only thing that I would add is I
appreciate your kind words regarding the work that the staff of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics have done to produce this measure. We have,
I know, worked hard over the time that I have been at the Bureau to make
sure that people did understand the various activities in which we have
been engaged to improve the CPI, including numerous press conferences,
publication of articles and so on. But it is sometimes difficult to get that
message out, and I appreciate your having brought that topic up this
morning.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.

Mr. Hinchey.

Representative Hinchey. The Chairman raised the issue, I think
very appropriately, of the resources that you have to accomplish the task
that you have been assigned by the Congress. It seems to me that the
work that you do is so critically important that we ought to ensure that
you have the proper resources to carry it out. I know that the President
has requested an increase in the budget for your agency, and I would
expect that if I asked you the question, do you think that you need it, you
would probably say yes, but-

Ms. Abraham. Yes.
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Representative Hinchey. But I would like to ask that question in
any case, because I believe it is true.

Ms. Abraham. Our budget request includes a request for funding,
not only for the Consumer Price Index-and we have asked for an
increase in funding for the Consumer Price Index to allow us to do a
whole set of things that we have identified as improvements in our
methods for producing the CPI-but also continuing funding for
production of all of the other economic statistics for which we are
responsible and which I would note also serve a very important function
to the many users of those data.

Representative Hinchey. Thank you.

Representative Saxton. Dr. Abraham, thank you once again for
being with us this morning. It is always very informative to have you
come and visit with us. We appreciate it very much, and we look
forward to seeing you as we move through the months ahead in
addressing the employment data and other issues like the CPI. Thank
you very much.

Ms. Abraham. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 10:22 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN
Once again I am pleased to welcome Commissioner Abraham before

the Joint Economic Committee.
The employment data reported this morning are good news for

American workers. Payroll employment was up a strong 339,000, while
the unemployment rate was essentially unchanged at 5.3 percent. The
data reflect the continuation of the economic expansion that began in
1991. Needless to say, this business cycle expansion was not caused by
the tax increase of 1990 or 1993. The current expansion marks another
phase in the cyclical pattern that has characterized the U.S. economy over
its entire history.

Another Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) statistic, the Consumer
Price Index (CPI), has been the center of growing controversy in recent
months. As I have stated many times, Congress needs to closely examine
the technical issues regarding the CPI before policy decisions are made
in this area. A potential trillion dollars of tax increases and benefit
restraint would affect too many millions of people for decisions to be
made without complete information.

This is why I requested a BLS study of the issues raised by the
Boskin Commission report. We in Congress, and any new commission
that may be appointed, need as much information on this subject as soon
as possible. Staff discussions between the JEC and BLS have defined the
scope of the forthcoming BLS study to facilitate a prompt turnaround.
Obviously we will provide the BLS study to Members of Congress and
to any commission that may come into existence.

In an ideal world, BLS would have as much time to complete this
study as the Boskin Commission needed to complete its report.
However, we do not live in an ideal world. Recent events make clear the
need to accelerate the production of the BLS study. I have tried to
provide a forum here at the JEC for an analytical review of the technical
problems connected to the CPI, but I am frustrated that the BLS has not
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been able to better explain its positions on CPI issues. It also is difficult

to understand why no BLS study of the Boskin Commission report was

prepared for release in the weeks after this report was issued.

The recent and forthcoming improvements in the CPI that have been

under preparation for some time have not been effectively explained by

BLS to the public. Given the controversy around the CPI issue, BLS

needs to be much more aggressive in addressing the valid concerns of

Congress and the public regarding the CPI.
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The Consumer Price Index and Public Policy

On December 4, 1996 a commission of five economists headed by former Bush
Administration Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) chairman Michael Boskin issued its report
on the Consumer Price Index (CPI) to the Senate Finance Committee. The report, Toward a
More Accurate Measure of the Cost of Living suggests that the current CPI may overstate
inflation by between 0.8 to 1.6 percentage points annually. The commission concluded that the
most reasonable point estimate of this overstatement is 1. I percentage points per year.

This conclusion will spark a controversy because the CPI is used to inflation index social
security, military retirement, and several other entitlement programs. Less often noted is its use
to index parts of the income tax including tax brackets, personal exemptions, and the standard
deduction. Over time, the cumulative budget effects of a significant reduction in CPI increases
would amount to hundreds of billions of dollars in spending restraint, higher tax revenues from
primarily middle class taxpayers, and lower deficits, relative to baseline projections. For
example, according to the commission's report, over a ten year period (1997-2006), well over
$600 billion would be shaved from deficits by reducing CPI increases by 1.1 percentage points
annually.

The commission's report suggests implementing legislation to adjust the CPI in order to
realize the associated savings and revenues increases. The available analysis indicates that tax
increases would comprise about 40 percent of the direct budget effects, while entitlement savings
would comprise about 60 percent of these direct effects. For example, for every S100 billion of
legislated budget changes, roughly $40 billion would be tax increases, and about $60 billion
would be entitlement savings. Further outlay reductions would result from debt service savings.
Policy makers will have to evaluate whether this ratio of tax increases to entitlement savings is
optimal. This paper will take no position on this policy question, but only is intended to provide
some background on some of the key issues.

The CPI and Measurement Issues

Although there is some agreement among economists that the CPI probably overstates
inflation to some degree, there is great disagreement over the extent of this overstatement.
Attempts to produce precise estimates of this overstatement involve resolution of many thorny
issues inherent in any price index of this type. The difficulties are large enough that the Boskin
commission's interim report estimated an upward statistical bias of 0.7-2.0 percentage points, a
very large range in which the upper bound is nearly three times as large as the lower bound.
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Most of the problems related to the CPI were identified by the Stigler committee several
decades ago, and by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) since. The Stigler committee, headed
by George Stigler (later named a Nobel Laureate), reported its findings in hearings held by the
Joint Economic Committee (JEC) in 1961. Though BLS has addressed some of these issues,
others remain.

The Stigler committee identified several sources of problems common to price indexes
including "frequency of revision of the Weight Bases" -- referring to updating the market basket
of goods and services -- quality changes, treatment of new products, treatment of consumer
durables, and other issues. BLS has examined these and other issues over the years, and the
Boskin commission also addressed them.

The technical issues related to the CPI are extremely complicated. The CPI is produced
by classifying 207 strata of consumption items in 44 geographical areas, resulting in 9,108
components in the CPI. Aside from the sheer size of the CPI, the methodology also can be a
source of problems. The CPI is an index composed of a fixed weight market basket of goods and
services. Thus the substitution of lower priced goods for higher priced goods produces a
subsitulion effect. When the price of one product rises, consumers tend to substitute like
products to avoid the price increases. Even when sharply higher prices force substitution to
avoid price increases, the CPI methodology assumes that consumer spending on each item is an
unchanged proportion of the index over time, and thus price increases tend to be overstated.
Likewise, when the price of one good drops, more of it may be purchased, but this increase is not
reflected in changing weights in the CPI. Every ten years or so the CPI is reweighted with a
more current reflection of relative consumption panems. The problematic effects of substitution
effects in a fixed weight index have been well recognized for many years.

Another issue results from the fact that the same product can be purchased from discount
outlets. The proliferation of retail outlets such as the "Price Club" over the last ten years means
that a larger proportion of some products are purchased on a discount basis, though often
associated with a loss of service. This is called the outlet subslilution effect.

One of the most difficult issues, the extent to which quality improvements account for
price increases, appears impossible to resolve with precision. Exactly how much more
productive is an item of computer software or hardware now relative to price changes occurring
over several years? What is the increased value supplied by medical technology such as the
latest MRJs and noninvasive surgical procedures relative to their prices and those of more
primitive technology and procedures? Another problem area regards the introduction of entirely
new products. How should a product's output and price be evaluated that may not have even
existed several years before? Various statistical techniques can be used to try to resolve such
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questions, but precise answers often cannot be obtained.

Conclusion

The Boskin commission has produced a serious report that merits serious examination.
Careful consideration of CPI revision is needed because if it is excessive, it would have an
important impact on social security and other retirement programs. It could also result in sizable
tax increases on middle class taxpayers. Because the implications of the report are so significant,
the report should be closely examined by other experts id the field. Ifa consensus develops that
the CPI is not useful as an inflation adjustment index, perhaps some other index should be
considered, as recommended by the Boskin commission. Some of the ideas contained in the
recommendations of the Boskin commission have been under consideration or development by
BLS for some time.

Christopher Frenze
Chief Economist to the Vice Chairman
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THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX AND TAX POLICY

Last December, a panel of five economists, headed by Michael Boskin, Chairman of the Council

of Economic Advisers (CEA) during the Bush Administration, released its report on the Consumer

Price Index (CPI). The Boskin Commission report, Toward a More Accurate Measure ofsthe Cost

ofLiving, analyzes technical issues regarding the CPI and makes recommendations intended to lead

to a more accurate measure of changes in the cost of living. This report also calls for legislative

action to adjust indexing provisions.

The Commission found that the current CPI may overstate annual change in the cost of living

from 0.8 to 1.6 percentage points. The Commission also concluded that the most plausible point

estimate of this overstatement is 1. I percentage points per year. Although there is considerable

agreement among economists that the CPI probably overstates price inflation to some degree, there

is great uncertainty over the extent of this overstatement.

The Commission's report has proved controversial because a variety of Federal entitlement

programs, including Social Security and military retirement, are indexed using the CPI. This paper

will focus on how a reduction in annual CPI adjustments would affect the Federal income tax. A

previous Joint Economic Committee (JEC) report' found that income tax increases, falling primarily

on middle class taxpayers, would comprise about 40 percent of the direct budget effects of a CPI

revision. This paper takes no position on the policy issues related to adjusting the CPI.

THE CPI AND THE FEDERAL INCOME TAx

Under the provisions of the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981, certain features of

the individual income tax were indexed to the CPI starting in 1985. These features include the

personal exemption, standard deduction, and tax bracket boundaries. The effect of indexing is to

expose a smaller proportion of income to taxation and to tax a portion of income at lower as opposed

to higher tax rates. Conversely, a legislated cutback in annual tax indexing means that a higher

proportion of personal income would be taxable, and some of it would be taxable at higher tax rates.

Over time, the cumulative effects of curtailing tax indexing are very significant.

'See JEC report 77Te Conueer Price Ide and P`blic Policy, December 1996.
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Annual Tax Increases from Indexing Revision' According to the
available estimates, a 1.1
percentage point reduction
in tax indexing would lead
to a tax increase of about

.Woo $ S322 billion over the next
12 years. Though the tax
increases in the early years
are not very large, the
cumulative effects of de-
indexing mount rapidly
after the turn of the century.

Woon Itt 9 ZIICI WllO At ll2tt 2001 , 100 250 = 7 By 2008, the final year

5- _ oft, Tke - 0. . projected in the Boskin
- A_, c l CPT A_.- -Commission report, the

Figure I annual tax increase grows
to about $56 billion. Thus,

a reduction in tax indexing would lead to a major structual change in revenues in relation to other
components of the budget. Figure 1 displays the amount of annual tax increases over the next 12
fiscal years.

Any attempt to calculate the effects of this proposal on individual taxpayers is very difficult
because of the different tax situations of taxpayers. The number of personal exemptions, use or non-
use of the standard deduction, and the proximity of taxable income to tax bracket thresholds are
some of the variables involved. Nonetheless, the aggregate revenue numbers can be used
conservatively to estimate the average tax increase per taxpayer resulting from reducing the CPI
adjustment By dividing the annual aggregate tax increase by the number of tax retums, the average
impact per taxpayer can be approximated.

The projected number of individual tax returns for the next decade by tax year is available from
the Internal Revenue Service. Use of tax filer data for this purpose is a conservative approach to
detemning the average tax mcrease per taxpayer because more than 15 percent of tax filers do not
actually incur income tax liability. However, the erosion of tax indexing would force many low
income filers currently without tax liability to become subject to the income tax.

The data show the significant effects caused by the erosion of tax indexing. By the year 2003,
the average tax increase per taxpayer would total $208 annually. By the last year of the Boskin
Commission projection, 2008, the average tax increase per taxpayer would amount to S405 annually.
Over the entire 12-year period, the average tax increase would amount to about $2,424. Figure 2
displays the cumulative effects of this proposal.
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THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX AND TAX POuCY 3

WILL A CPI REVISION FUEL Average Tax Increase per Taxpayer
MORE SPENDING?

Up until now, the ,
conventional assumption has
been that the tax increases
and benefit savings from a
CPI revision would be *
devoted to deficit reduction. sa

However, this assumption is
open to question as there is
no assurance these resources
could not be rededicated to
spending increases in " . .. 2 00
discretionary programs or s....: hbil E-is. Co .ratc rote-So.
certain entitlement programs. Figure2
If history is any guide, the g
revenue from this tax increase will likely stimulate more spending, not deficit reduction. Accon
to a 1991 JEC study, the Federal goverament has spent $1.59 for every dollar of tax increases dui
most of the post-World War period'. If this pattern were repeated with the tax increases resulting
from a CPI revision, not only would the entire tax increase be expended, but the additional increase
in Federal spending would erase much of the entitlement savings as well.

CONCLUSION

A legislated reduction in the CPI adjustment to the Federal income tax would result in large and
growing annual tax increases within several years. By the end of the period reviewed by the Boskin
Commission, these tax increases would average more than S400 per family each year. These tax
increases would fall primarily on middle class taxpayers. Moreover, the conventional assumption
that these tax increases would necessarily result in deficit reduction rather than additional spending
cannot be substantiated.

Christopher Frenze
Executive Director
Joint Economic Committee

'Vadder, Richard, Gallaway, Lowell and Proze, Chris, Trae. arodDfeits: Ner Evdeae ("The S1.59 Sady'),
Joint Economic Committee, 1991.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE

HONORABLE KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the labor market data

released this morning.
Nonfarm payroll employment rose by 339,000 in February,

following a gain of 247,000 (as revised) in January. The unemployment
rate, at 5.3 percent, was about unchanged over the month.

Much of the February employment increase occurred in con-
struction, which added 109,000 jobs. The magnitude of February's
increase can be attributed largely to mild weather across much of the
country, following unusually severe weather in January, which had
restricted employment growth. Nevertheless, job growth in construction
has been strong since late 1995.

The services industry added 80,000 jobs over the month, following
a much larger increase in January. February employment growth in ser-
vices was held down by a large decline in help supply services (-47,000).
This industry exhibited an unusually large increase last month because
the seasonal adjustment factors for January were markedly affected by
the severe 1996 winter; last year's unusual employment pattern also
affected the February 1997 seasonal factors for help supply, leading to
the large decline over the month in the seasonally adjusted employment
estimate. When both months are viewed together, the average monthly
increase over the period is about 13,000, in line with the average increase
for 1996. Several services industries had notable job gains in February,
including computer and data processing services and engineering and
management services. Employment growth in health services was
somewhat off its average pace in recent months with a gain of just
14,000, but this followed a very large increase in January.

Elsewhere within the service-producing sector of the economy, retail
trade added 49,000 jobs in February, following no growth in January (as
revised). The February increase was driven by large gain in general
merchandise stores that offset a similarly sized decline last month.
Typically, there are substantial layoffs in department stores in both

40-216 - 97 - 3
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January and February; this year, however, the layoffs were concentrated
in January. Hiring in wholesale trade picked up substantially in February
with an increase of 21,000 jobs. There was a sizable addition to
transportation payrolls (19,000); this is the second large increase in a row
for this industry. Finance and real estate continued to show steady
employment growth. Within government, employment in state and local
government rose markedly in February, reflecting large gains in their
education components, but Federal payrolls continue to ebb.

In contrast, manufacturing employment was essentially unchanged
over the month, with most of the durable and nondurable goods industries
showing little or no change. Employment continued to wane in apparel,
which lost 5,000 jobs over the month and has shed 65,000 jobs over the
past year. The manufacturing workweek, at 41.9 hours in February, rose
by two-tenths of an hour over the month, and factory overtime edged up
by one-tenth of an hour to 4.7 hours.

Looking at the private sector overall, average hours more than
rebounded from their sharp weather-related decline in January, increasing
eight-tenths of an hour to 35.0 hours in February. Average hourly
earnings for private production workers rose 3 cents in February to
$12.09; this follows gains of 2 cents in January and 5 cents in December.

Shifting to the data from our survey of households, the unemploy-
ment rate was essentially unchanged in February at 5.3 percent, after
seasonal adjustment. The jobless rate has held at or near this level since
last summer. The rates for all major demographic groups showed little
change over the month. The number of persons employed part time even
though they would have preferred full-time work edged down to 4.3
million in February. That series has shown no clear trend for more than
two years. About 6.2 percent of all employed persons were multiple
jobholders in February (not seasonally adjusted), little different from a
year earlier.

In addition to providing us with information on employment and
unemployment, the household survey also provides us with information
about persons outside the labor force-that is, those who are not working
or currently looking for work. For example, there were about 1.5 million
persons in February (not seasonally adjusted) whom we define as
marginally attached to the labor force-that is, wanting and available for
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work and having looked for a job sometime in the prior 12 months. That
number is down from 1.8 million a year earlier. The number of
discouraged workers-a subset of the marginally attached who were not
looking for jobs specifically because they believed no jobs were available
for them or there were none for which they would qualify-was 364,000
(not seasonally adjusted), down from 455,000 a year ago. Our broadest
published measure of labor underutilization, which is shown in table A-7
of our Employment Situation news release as alternative indicator U-6,
combines the unemployed (as officially defined) with those employed
part-time who would have preferred full-time work, and those marginally
attached to the labor force. This measure was 10.0 percent in February
(not seasonally adjusted), down from 10.7 percent a year earlier.

In summary, nonfarm employment rose by 339,000 in February, as
widespread gains in the service-producing sector were buoyed by a large
increase in construction. The unemployment rate was little changed at
5.3 percent.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: FEBRUARY 1997

Nonfarm payroll employment rose, and the unemployment rate was about unchanged at 5.3 percent in

February, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. The number

of payroll jobs increased by 339,000 over the month; construction employment rose sharply, and there

were gains throughout the service-producing sector. Average hourly earnings rose by 3 cents in

February, and the average workweek rebounded from a weather-related drop in January.
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Unemoloyment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons, 7.2 million, and the unemployment rate, 5.3 percent, were
essentially unchanged in February, after seasonal adjustment. Jobless rates for the major demographic
groups-adult men (4.4 percent), adult women (4.7 percent), teenagers (17.5 percent),.whites (4.5
percent), blacks (11.3 percent), and Hispanics (8.1 percent)-showed little movement over the month.
(See tables A-I and A-2.)

TA- ---I 1.-__ en1TOlO~ ~r wch l-- . n-lv Dt

Total employment was about unchanged in February, at 128.4 million (seasonally adjusted), following

a substantial increase in January. The proportion of the population that was employed (the employment-

population ratio) was 63.5 percent.
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Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted
(Numbers in th-usan&)

. Quarterly averages Monthly data Jan.-
Category 1996 1996 19971 |Feb.

_Im | IV Dec. IJan. I Feb. |change

HOUSEHOLD DATA Labor force status

Civilian labor force............................
Em ploym ent.................................
Unemployment.............................

Not in labor force..............................

All workers........................................
Adult men....................................
Adult women................................
Teenagers.....................................
W hite............................................
Black............................................
Hispanic origin...........................

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment.......................
Goods-producing......................

Construction..........................

Manufacturing.......................
Service-producing'.

Retail trade.
Services..........
Government...........................

Total private.....................................
Manufacturing.............................

Overtime...............................

Average hourly earmings,
total private.................................

Average weekly eatnings,
total private....................

134,1181 134,830 135,0221 135,8481 135,634
127,042 127,705 127,855 128580 128,430

7,076 7,124 7,167 7,268 7,205
66,732 66,627 66,614 66.437 66,754

-214
-150
-63
317

Unemployment rates

5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 -0.1
4.5 4.4 4.4 4.6 4.4 -.2
4.7 4.8 4.9 4.6 4.7 .1

16.6 16.6 16.5 17.0 17.5 . .5
4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.5 -.1

10.5 10.6 10.5 10.8 11.3 .5
8.7 8.0 7.7 8.3 8.1 -.2

Employment

119,958 120,509 120,723 p120,970 p121,309 p
3 39

24,273 24,320 24,356 p24,389 p24,498 p109
5,438 5,492 5,520 p5,535 p5,644 p109

18,266 18,262 18,270 p18,286 p18,284 p-2
95,685 96,189 96,367 p96,58 1 p96,811 p

230

21,682 21,864 21,931 p
21

,
9 29

p21,978 p49
34,529 34,785 34,865 p35,001 p35,081 p80

19,536 19,510 19,524 p19,550 p19,596 p46

Hours of work3

34.4 3 34 34.8 p34.21 p35.0 p0.8
41.71 41.8 42.01 p41.7 p41.9 p.2

4.5 4.5 4.6 p4.61 p4.7 PA1

Earnings3

$11.86 $11.98 $12.04 pS12.06 pS12.09

408.50 414.00 418.99 p412.45 P423.15

p$0.03

-In IUA

' Beginning in January 1997, household data reflect revised population controls used in the survey.
I Includes other industries, not shown separately.
3 Data relate to private production or nonsupervisory workers.
p=preliminary.
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The number of persons employed part time for economic reasons decreased by 165,000 in Febrnary

to 4.3 million. This series has shown little definitive movement over the past year. (See table A-3.)

About 7.9 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) held more than one job in February. These

multiple jobholders accounted for 6.2 percent of all employed persons, about the same proportion as a

year earlier. (See table A-9.)

Both the civilian labor force, 135.6 million (seasonally adjusted). and the labor force participation

rate, 67.0 percent, were essentially unchanged in February. Over the past year, the labor force has

increased by 2.2 million (after adjusting for the change in population controls introduced in January), and

the participation rate has nsen by 0.4 percentage point.

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

About 1.5 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in

February-that is, they wanted and were available for work and had looked for jobs sometime in the

prior 12 months. The number of discouraged workers-a subset of the marginally attached who were

not currently looking for jobs specifically because they believed no jobs were available for them or there

were none for which they would qualify-was 364,000 in February. Both measures were lower than they

were a year earlier. (See table A-9.)

Industry Payroll Emrloyment (Establishment Survey Data3

Total nonfarm payroll employment rose by 339,000 in February to 121.3 million, after seasonal

adjustment. Construction employment rose markedly, and there were widespread gains in most other

major industry divisions. Manufacturing employment was little changed. (See table B- 1.)

Construction employment increased by 109,000 in February. Job growth in construction has been

strong since the end of 1995. In February, employment was buoyed by favorable weather conditions,

following severe weather in January. The largest February gains were in outside activities, such as heavy

construction, masonry, concrete, and roofing.

Employment in the services industry rose by 80,000 in February, following a much larger increase

(136,000) in January. Employment in help supply services declined by 47,000 in February, partially

offsetting a large increase in January. Both months' estimates were strongly influenced by the effects of

the 1996 blizzards, which lowered seasonal expectations for January and raised them for February. Job

gains continued in computer services and in engineenug and management services. In personal services,

which includes tax return preparation, employment rose sharply for the second month in a row.

Transportation and public utilities added 21,000 jobs, reflecting strength in the trucking, air travel,

transportation services, and communications industries. Wholesale trade also added 2 1,000 jobs, with

most of the gain in the distribution of durable goods. Employment in finance (especially security

brokerages, mortgage brokerages, and holding companies) and real estate continued to grow.

Employment in retail trade rose by 49,000 in February, led by a large seasonally adjusted increase in

department stores. Before seasonal adjustment, department store employment levels typically decline in

both January and February, as fewer workers are needed after the holidays. This year, however, more

layoffs occurred in January, resulting in a smaller-than-usual decline in February. After seasonal

adjustment, therefore, employment in department stores increased by 57,000. Food stores and auto

dealers gained jobs in February. Employment was unchanged in building materials and garden supply
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stores and declined slightly in furniture stores; both of these industries experienced strong job growth
in 1996.

Government employment advanced by 46,000. All of the growth was in education at the state and
local levels. In January and February combined, state and local education added 66,000 jobs. Excluding
education, state and local government payrolls were unchanged in February, and federal employment
continued its downtrend.

Manufacturing employment was unchanged in February, following 4 months of gains that totaled
45,000. Aircraft and parts added jobs for the eighth month in a row. There was a decline of 6,000 jobs
in autos, reversing a similar increase in January. Employment in the apparel industry continued its long-
term slide, losing 5,000 jobs in February.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls rose
by 0.8 hour in February to 35.0 hours, seasonally adjusted, more than reversing a weather-related 0.6
hour decline in January. The manufacturing workweek rose by 0.2 hour to 41.9 hours, and factory
overtime edged up by 0.1 hour to 4.7 hours. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of private production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm
payrolls rose by 2.7 percent, seasonally adjusted, to 140.8 (1982=100) in February, as both hours and
employment increased. The manufacturing index increased by 0.7 percent to 106.8. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Eamines (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of prtvate production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm payrolls rose
by 3 cents in February to $12.09, seasonally adjusted. Reflecting the jump in the workweek, average
weekly earnings advanced by 2.6 percent to $423.15. Over the past year, average hourly earnings rose
by 3.8 percent and average weekly earnings increased by 5.3 percent. (See table B-3.)

The Ernploynaent Situation for March 1997 is scheduled to be released on Fiiday, April 4, at 8:30 A.M. (EST).

March 1996 national benchmarks

In accordance with standard practice, BLS will release nonfarm payroll employment
benchmark revisions with the release of May data on June 6, 1997. The March 1996
benchmark level has been finalized and will result in an upward revision of 57,000
(less than 0.05 percent) to total nonfarm employment for the March 1996 reference
month. Further information is available through the Internet by accessing:
http//stats.bIs.gov/ceshome.htim or by calling (202) 606-6555.
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Explanatory Note

This nows release presents statistics from two major smveys, the

Cunrrent Population Snrney (household smney) and the Current

Employment Statistics sunay (establishment sunay). The hmosehold

sunrey provides the information on the tabor force, employment, and

unemployment that appears in the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD

DATA. It is a satople sruey of absot 50,000 households conducted

by the BEnema of the Ceesrs for the Bmrea of Labor Statistics (BLS).

The establishment su-ey provides the infonrmaton on the

employment, hors, cad earnings of workers on nonfarm payrolls that

appears in the B tables, marked ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This

information is collected from payroll records by BLS in cooperation

with State agencies. In June 1996. the sample included aboot 390.000

establishments employing over 47 million peopl.

For both sureys, tE dau for a given month relate to a particular

week or pay period. In the household sarey, the reference weak is

generally the calendar wek that conuins the 12th day of the month. In

the establishment surey, the reference period is the pay period

including the 12th. which may or may not correspond directly to the

calendar week.

Coverage, definitions, and differences

between surveys

Household nor-ry. The sample is selected to reflect the enire

aiiian oninsitudonal populaion. Based on responses to a series of

questions on work and job search actvites, each person 16 years and

over in a sample household is classified as employed, uxemployed, or

not in the labor force.

People am classified as enlyed ifthey did my work mall as paid

employees during the reference week, worked in their own business,

profession, or on their own farm: or worked without pay at least 15

boors inafamilybasinessorfaem. Peopleamalsocountedasemplbyed

if they wem tmporarily absent frm Uthdr joke becanse of fllness. bad

weaUther, vacation, labor-management disputes, or personal reasons.

People are cdassified asearnployedif they meet all of the following

criteia: Theyhad noemploymersdmring the refeonce week; theywe

available for work at that time; and they made specific efforts to find

employment sometime durng the 4-weck period ending with the

referenceweek. Persons lad offfrom ajob and expecting recall need

notbe lookingforwork tobecoantedasumxmployed. Themnemployment

data derived from the household suney in no way depend upon Bhe

eligibility for or receipt of unemployment insamance benefits.

The cirnls iorforce is the sum of employed end uamployed

persons. Thosenotclassifiedasemployedorunemployedoresoiiirie

laoborforce. The rnepleysns rae is the nomber mmemployed as a

perceat of the labor force. The liborfomre panicipurios rae is the

labor force a a percent of the population. and the employment-

popainion rudo is the employed as a percent of the popidation.

Establishment srvey. Thesampleestablishmcnts adrawsn from

privatnoanfam-buosies sach oafacrnrier.officcs,andstorps,aswell

asFederal,State,mdlocalgovemmententities. Erployeeuounoefa.m

prayrol ame those who mceived pay for any part of the reference pey

period, including persons on paid leave. Persons am coanted in each

job they hold. Hfou und ear-negs daoa are for proat businesses mnd

remle only to production workers in the goodsprodcing sector and

nomsopervisory womkers in the sevice-producing sector
Differences in employment estimates. The nneerousconceptoal

ond methodological differences between tbe household and

esrablishmen suncvys resod in importat distinctits in the employmtet

estimates derived from the sunveys. Among these are:

* The hb.sehold s.ey includes agriculnool workers, the self-

employed, mmpaid family workers, nd pivate household workers among

the employed. These groups are exclded from the stublishment srvey.

* The household sorey includes people on onpaid leave mong the

employed. The establishment suvey does not

* The houssholdtsrmey is limited to workcrs 16 yesofsgendoldcr

The establisbseni survey is sot limited by age.

* The hoosehold sorey hl no duplicadon of individuals, because

individals re counrtd only once. eves if they hold mme than onejob. In

the estoblishment sorey. employees workig o more than one job mnd

thus ppeating en more dthn one payroll woold be couted separaeey for

ecch appccrance.

Other differences betwen the two surveys ar. described in

"Comparing Employment Estimates from Household and Payroll

Sureys," which may be obtained from BLS upon request.

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course of a year. the size of the nation's labor force and

thelevelsofemploym tnlandmmemploymentundergosharpfluctmalmons

due to soch seasonal events as changes in weather, reduced or

expanded prodction, harests, major holidays, and the opeming and

closingofschools. Theeffectof'schwasonal variationcan be very

large; seasonal luctantions may accomnt for as much as 95 percent of

the month-to-monuth changes in unemploymmnt

Becanusthese seasonal evnts follow a moreor less regular paten

each year, their influace on statistical trends can be eliminated by

adjusting the statistics from month to month. The sadjustments make

nonseasonal developmcnts, such as declines in economic actvity or

increases in the partirspation of women in the labor force, easier to

spot For example. the large namber of yoth ntering the labor force

each June is likely to obscure amy other changes that have taken place

relatve to May, making it difficalt to determine if the lnvel of

economic actvity has risen or declined. However, hecaas mhe effect

of students finishing school in previous years is kowno, the statistics

for the crrent year cam be adjusted to allow for a comparoble change.

Insofar as the seasonal adjustmmnt is made correctly, the adjusted

figurc provides a mor useful tool with which to analyze changes m

economic actvity.

In both the household and establishment sneys, most seasonally

adjusted series re independently adjusted. Howevne, the adjusted

series for many major estimates, such as toel payroll employment,

employment in most major industry divisions, total employment, and

unemployment are compured by aggregating independently adjusted

component seres. For example, toed unemployment is derived by

summing the adjustod series for foor major anp-sex components; this
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differ from the unemployment estimate that would be obtained by
dirdcly adjusting the toati or by combintig the doation, reasons, or
more detailed age categories.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal adjustents are
recalculated twice a year. For the household survey, the factors are

calcularedfmothelasuary-IumepeniodandagaitfortheJuly-December
period. For the esrablishment sury, updated factors for seasonal
adjustment are calculated for the May-October penod and introduced
along with new benchmarks, aod again fur thu November-Apil period.
In both surveys, revisios to historical data are made once a year.

Reliability of the estimates
Statistics based on the household and estabblshment surveys are

suboet to both sampling and nonsamplingeror. When a sample rather
than the endre populaion is surveyed, there is a chance that the sample
estimates may differ from the "true" population values they represenL
The enact difference, or sampling error, varies depending on the
particular sample selected, and this variability is measured by the

standard error of the estimate. These is oht a 90-percent chance, or
lvel of confidence, thatan estimate based on asamplewilldifferbyno
mome than 1.6 standard ermr from the "true" population value because
of sampling error. BLS analyses ae generally conducted at the 90-
percent level of confidence.

Forexample, the confidence interval for the monthlychange in total

employment from the household survey is on she orderof plus or minus

376,000. Suppose the estimate of total employment increases by

tOi,OOO from one month to the netL The 90-percent confidence
interval on the monthly change would range from -276,000 to 476,000
(100,Oi +/- 376,000). These figures do not mean that the sample
results am off by these magrtudies, but rather that there is about a 90
percent chance that the "tre" nover-the-month change lies within this
interval. Sincethisrangeincludbs valsesof leusthuanern, wecooldnot
soy with confidence that employment had, in fact, increased. If,
however, thereportedemploymentrise washalf a.mlionthen nal of the
values within the 90-percent confidence interal would be greater than
zero. In this case, it is likely (at least a 90-percent chance) that an
employment nse had, in fact, occurred. The 90-percent confidence
interval for the monthly change in unemployment is +/- 258,000, and
forthe monthlychangein theouemploymenrate it is +/- .21 percentage
poinL

In general, estimates involving many individuals or establishments
have lower standard error (relative to the size of the estimate) thom
estimates which are based on a small number of observatins. The
precision of estimates is also improved when the data are cumulated
over heme such as for quarterly and annual averages. The seasonal
adjustment process can also improve the stability of the monthly
estimates.

The household and establishment sureys are also affected by
unraarpling error Noesampling erron can occur for many reasons,

including the failure to sample a segment of the popolalinn, inability to
ohbai information for all respondeus in the sample. inability or
unwilhngnessofrespondentsroprosidecrrecrio.f.rmtuionon atimely
basis, mistakes made by respondents, and error made in the collection
or processing of the data

For example, in the establishment survey. estimates for the most

recent 2 months am based on substannally incomplete nmsres: for ths

reason. these estimates are labeled prmeminary in the tables. It is only

after two successive revisioms to a monthly estimate, when nearly all

sample reports havebeen received, that the estimate is considered final.

Annther major source of nonsampling erro in the establishment

survey is the inability to capture. on a timely basis. employment
generated by new fimes. To correct forthis systematic underestimanon

of employmen growth (and other sources of eror), a process known as

bias adjustert is included in the survey's estimating procedures,
whereby a specified number of jobs is added to the monthly sample-

based change. The sire of the monthly bias adjus~tent is based largely

on past relationships between the sample-based estimates

of employment amd the total count of employmen described below

The sample-based estimates from the establishment survey ae

adjusted once a year (on a lagged basis) to umnverse counts of payroll

employmernobtuined from animsisativerecordsoftheunemployment

insarmce program. The difference between the March sample-based

employment estimates and the March universe counts is known as a
benchmark revision, and serves 8sa ough prany for totad survey eror.

The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in the classification of

industries. Over the past decade, the benchmark revision for total

nonfarm employment hat averaged 0.2 percent, ranging firm zero to

0.6 percent.

Additional statistics and other information

Mar comprhensive statistics am contained in Eepiny-en ad

Eanings, published each mmnth by BLS. It is avadlable for S13.00 per

issue or S35.00 per year from the U.S. Governmms Printing Office.

Wasbington,1DC 20402. Allordersmustbepntpaidby rending acheck

or money order payable so the Superintendent of Documents, or by

charging to Mastenard or Visa.

Employment and Eamings also provides measures of sampling

e-r for the household survey data published in this release. For

unemployment and other laborfonce categories, these measures appear

in tables i -B through I -H of its "Esplanatory Notes." Measures of the
rliabibity of the data drawn from the establishment survey and the

actual amonts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are provided

in tables 2-B through 2-G of that publicaton.

Information in this release will be made available to sensory

impaired individuals upon rteuest Voice phone: 202-606-STAT;

TDD phone: 202-606-5g97; TO5D message referral phone:

1-800-326-2577.
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HOUJSEHOLD DATA HOUSEHOLD DATA
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Emplayotoo tows. 000. old age
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190 I 1007 I 107409 1410904= I = I 1000{ 997 1 _0
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7

H7907411307767 I.-5-I-I'-I--M I so.- I rrr

C74. p3 55 ,i337. . . 167.M5 169.436 169.463 167.75 I76376 563.324 569.066 765.436 565.492

C4~..7 76546 - 111376 113233 113.43 112.651 113.6 113.316 113.33 I114277 114.333

P65
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16p741... M67 63. 670D 672 673 67.4 67.. 67.5 67.
67155064 ....... ........., ~....... 055267 157.42 10721 107.192 16522 565.57 165.73 165.131 165.16
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6U615564- 267 2.060 l.0 2O.32 124.1 z2.6 2.57 1.631 5'72

W1677001.41 733 ................ 3 4.2 3.3 42 42O 42 423 3. 3.3

6331646516 31519 73
Cnn 3041 6076. .................... ~- 6.093 6.174 6.253 6233 6.75 3.709 6.682 5.74 3.743
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0nw5010yd .. ............. 11 .,667 1.705 1.536 l6 1.617 1.613 1,66 1,3

0161p. 71075 .... ........ 10.4 712. 112 562 10.7 13.6 1225 13.6 712

Me., .207641666336
074. .35150.......,......... 3713 3.749 6.73 S 743 6.63 3.63 3.833 3.67 3.765

P675373776.......P......... 71.7 71.3 70.7 7Mo 72.4 72.7 72o 772 7150

E.064.-O............... 5.962 3.061 3.073 3.076 3.165 4264 6.235 3.146 3.159

E7765s16y.0007P36163..............o 64.0 63.7 63.3 64.5 63. 65.0 65.7 632 64.7

011.777070113631416................ . . . 10.7 15.2 6.7 9.9 ,32 32 62 32 6.0

W--56.20763366056
067630 3641 6553 .~~~~ ..--. ~ ~ 7.181 7,560 726,4 7,243 7.487 7.4.5 7.54 724 7.636

ft 65416......Q..... 61.0 63 63 61.6 63.0 63. 633 634 63.

6515556d a 616 Am63 6S63 6.466 62 6.6 M'5 6265 am5,

E.760.,-VW.4371 60....... .- 56,2 57.4 54.9 53.6 7. 574 67.4 5 572 7. 672
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P376563736 . 31.2 3428 334 37-6 35.6 3723 35.9 43.4 42.
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E1700717405067165 . 47.11 23., 243 MI 2. 242 232 262 572

00610607. .. .... 230 2M 260 M3 M5 376 65 337 34

7655576465... . ...... 312 32.7 332 =93 542 35.4 347 54.6 3
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OCa,, ra61905699o~p00141611 -- - ........... 6.977 99.01 20.967 16.77 19.396 99434 19.599 0.013 20.06

CW 12.503z!G 3' 13.69 7.2 2-12.79 .1,99 13182 A3W 13.795 13.680
P~l9fiop 0l6.. .- -------.... 6.9 660 674 66.3 67.0 67.8 674 6.-9 66.0

6E19010....- ... .................. . I 1I.79 12.34 12.337 11.368 1I.m3 ¶2.066 12.14 12.653 12.130
071010101m*06004116n10161 .~~~~~ ... 590S 61.1 61.5 67.0 61.5 622 62.2 63. 62.5
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t16121y761116.-. . 1041 92 6.6 65 6.2 8.3 7.7 63 81,
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Table A.3. S.1601.0 0p1y676t9111d0i0161
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71661116106106.010697........ 333 1.10 10.10 163777 133675 13.4508 712.5774 13.69M 1.14
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CLASS OF WORKER
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S60-3oI1O394 6615618 . ......... 1.416 1.33~~~~~~5 1257 1-22 1.596 1.6 .475 .4 1.30

00117610
1

0014y6610619 ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~30 54 12 37 71 so 66 a2 16
N460.qnoA-I M-!=0069

MO89 a 631785161.112.0................... 6;D2 113.921 114.790 1,13.181 115.019 115.133 115.212 115.550 135.967
00G1111 - . .. . 3 6.39 a6311 18.9 1823 1613 16.27 16306 IS=6 16.14
70061614d61*6 … .. 93.69 6567 96.001 III=6 96.08 96.60 96.946I 97.1713 7.603
P7,1-600110 -.......... 074 4 663M 99 M6 M5 934 I.06 867
DOM ina-W 92.8. 1.91 96.77 9.63 64.96 99.94 93.97 96.12 9'.17 96.962

-,o1100166101 . ... . . ... 6.903 6219 9.0 8.94 If96 9.92 9.1099 6.44 9.12.
5r66w 107a600. .............................. 110O 142 13M 114 137 160 149 16 1'W

PERSONS AT WORK PART TIME

0661050*8
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C.0*01109170 im.9104 -........ . 1.542 1.474 1,403 1.96 1.663 1.39 I1.633 1.352 1,530

PIM6661fO69116 066 . 6356 18.450 leus6 17.621 17.700 17.997 ,7,66 $,3O 16,07
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51241ko66180040990011i.. .... .~. 255 2.03 2.461 2.34 Z147 zoo, 3.214 2.3;0 2277
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'd1Mol d

03
112. P. 90 W 1 61009 po,1- 6 -el*460po6701o1061350*M10 h-h.0061119939601*6 1d00066.,
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357 *04603330 . ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~500 303 405 3.6 5.2 S.3I 3. 33 3.0
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3530249..... - ~~~~~~~~~~~ 3~.49. 3.40 3.36 333 32.3 32.5 3M3 39 3.

720 737 746 36.0 38.3 384~ ~~~~~~~~ 37. 34 37.0
;6 II'- ~~~~~~~300 536 3358 236. 396 380 s3 .. 306

25y-"- … ... 33 .33 355I 34. 3733003 0373353

2530547903. … -. . 2.254~~~~~~~~~~~~30 M.7 2933 44 4 40' 3.9 3 4

3002 S93 .4 .5 . 35 30 3. 3 33.0 3.3.

--. S Y- W ~~~~~~345 308 062 350 34 3 I. I5 35. 36.

le .17 , M~~~~~28 M,3 337 30 30.2 353 3.3 34.9 9
3830353*339.........-.-.......3... .......... 308 30 343 344 32.4 350 4.0 36.2 3 570

023024I-I9 509 05 00 89 9.9 09 6 0 .
25 8 399 ......5.... ... ....................... ..... .237 2.34 2.0230 4 42 435 4.5 43 4

55 sraos ..-........ ...... .... 2... 3 23 le 356 7 S.4 30 53 29 20

03933333399093390834033. 00939 038
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muLTIPLE JOBHOLDERS98

T0834493003'...... 7,603 73009 4.350 4.092 3.733 2.77
P30309O99O8yw -...~. 6.3 -------- 6-2 6.2 6.0 8.4 8.4

P393393838349003. 08046378393333 e - 4.4I5 4.39 2.632 2.57 3.83 3.935
838343846-00d00730833b399,3343-Ix3.75 3.720 522 497 3.207 I.20

393-317394333023d0335 pb .456 3.307 623 M5 825 655

f0t33309303 .33 I0394038 9 030 03083 ft0 pd.0 3233438930 3333300930 .. W80k393 389300343398
0*393800839V8)003839038437083894 939039ft000343393343 Pe630393M3703-693-3807.

2 409*5088083.0830 330.308*9903403 8304303 W-3(), 3503039963034

-V 09'3W8 ."e W " 333.654303000 TE: 76930.34330307370d3.. dW WA ~-,
W9089 -09343 50393388 3.9k333. 990480833491. fth33030 -4
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ESTABUS94M9ENT DATA ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Tble B-1. E.lMy -n n-ebee pyat by bemq

(In COW1)

Not m swolty di9t I S9-1y A1d
dlfeusy Fb. DM I IFe 'FbA . IFb. Feb . 00. N-o. Dol l1 Fe .

591996 lo 1S7 997P *ss991N 1991O1 57P 1197P

Toa.W ......................... 117.147 121.517 11,9393 119.733 118.579 120.311 120.492 120.723 120,970 121.309

Totali tet. ..... ................. 97.472 101.920 92.455 9.960O 99.214 1 O.933 192.925 101.192 101.420 101.713

Gwoti-potdoot .... ................ 22.W0 24.2904 23.767 23.813 24.254 24204 24.319 2400 2409 24.492

4A14t ........ ...................... 59 56 55K 053 573 5SW 5Ws SW 592 570
9450905 ....9.29 ..................... . 50.0 5106 51.4 01.5 51 52 52 52 52 53
C92tod ig ........................... 101.5 96.8 90.5 95.5 102 99 97 97 97 go
C 01i19o. 90-2o. .................. 307.6 310.7 307.7 30824 313 309 392 309 329 311

NotWlfeotD.09...............al . 9.6 192.1 190.1 101.3 107 192 1092 109 110 110

. ..o............. ................ . 4.9 5A424 50195 5.091 5.239 5.464 5.491 5.520 5.525 5.644
G-.] aLS49Og . ...........ot .... 1137.2 1.24501 1,191.1 1,164.6 1.218 1.233 1.241 1.250 1.39 1.25
Heatq 926190. .. PI b91 .......9.. 5230. 720.4 6393 65A. 759 795 784 799 760 790
sp~aotalb-a..... ............... 3052.3 3,459.2 3.237.9 3,251.1 3.397 3.489 3.490 3.504 3.510 3.595

1451114 ......................0. ....... 18.325 129.21 19.14 18.197 18.332 18.254 18.202 18.270 18.M 18.204
P14d92. Ork..................... 12.090 12.634 12.512 12.523 12.671 12.60 12.613 12.616 12.905 12.622

01-b11.92o.& ........................ 10=2 10.730 10.905 10.904 10.650 10094 10.6904 10.710 10.730 10.735
p149920. 4 .............. .... ~. 7.272 70357 7.220 7.220 7.292 7,318 7.227 7.23 70350 7.39

1921baSM49W 4Pd99................ 742.3 76509 750.0 757.7 756 769 771 771 771 772
Foesso W .......... f te561.4 505.4 0025 50S.1 002 492 501 503 59M 504

Sotee. 4oy. .11491469 podoo..... .... 516.1 523.2 517.2 519. 536 5S9 S27 539 538 540
P-olay me0e56hd a.W .......... .... 708.4 705.1 7.08 7023 792 702 703 702 704 704

9921 I~toto W ba49 99 Stda P94 239.0 23408 234.3 233.6 240 234 204 233 235 234
Fafr004 ,,9 01.4 p192.1............ .. 405 1.49706 1.457.7 1.460.2 1.443 1.492 1.461 1.462 1.493 1.464
W2.W1 5 i,, Wo0st .14 ............. 2,925.7 2,(0498 2.097.5 2.104.1 2.093 2,929 2.927 2.092 2.101 2.103

C0p11
5
65 d 9,14-01 09pqtoo..m........ 35500 561.6 392.1 360.4 357 290 390 361 363 392

6l2toa9016lal. We4i9eqdp,,-, 1.90102 1.9010A 1042.6 10643.0 10552 1649 1i.647 10645 10643 1.649
91.09otbotooto~~ooasle~~s4~saotia 613.9 612.5 611.4 613.9 614 611 611 611 612 614

T-0po099 eqp.t.e ................. 1,76001 1790.9 1.775.3 1.79008 1,756 1.764 1.772 1.770 1.797 I.79
640l909h92914901d71191.M ......... 95895 562.7 949 951.5 957 950 952 953 99 953
1.-ft W h~ .590.................... 4401 473.6 47893 47908 446 492 488 472 479 491

I19011011 Id rebod P19 ....9...... 92304 92335 920. 892.2 921 823 920 834 921 929
M45090.0 amdg ................... 3050 30508 381.2 38324 392 294 395 399 3892 3892

No049916g1 f 9 ............91......... . 709 70550 7.481 7.483 7033 7.570 7.009 7.590 7.55W 7.54
P1049201 ..9...................... . 5.213 50277 50212 5.213 5073 5.209 5.28 5.29 0.375 5.272

F114 -d 14r49dpdeLm....9 .......... . 1.9274 1920.2 1814.8 1.614.0 10870 1.641 1.647 1.649 1090 1.656
Tob P 7e10. ...................... 42.4 43.7 4290 41.2 41 41 42 41 40 40
Tel~ie ftli pdm.......... .. .......... 641.2 52709 924.4 112402 644 923 620 6S9 62 629
Appao4 w t9 ,WW - ................ 869. 9706 920.7 903.0 602.9 973 924 82 924 913 909
Pape1911WWII9po6492. ............... 676.3 675.1 670.7 699.1 692 674 675 674 673 672
P111019 114.49p6e1htl . ............... 1.5200 I.5340 1.52198 1.53003 1.531 JS 1.520 152 1.523 1.524 1.S52
Che9l*92IS9d .0lO p1491.92............1.02108 1.014.5 1.011.1 1,012.9 1.925 1.017 1,917 1.016 1.016 1.016
Pord-1.,1 9114929 p1641.0............. 139.3 135.2 132.5 132.9 149 130 139 139 139 137
R65691. 4d IN.14p611. po94 ......... 99102 97403 967.7 972.3 992 971 974 973 972 975
L9901ota49tho p1x4.9.............. 9820 94.1 9320 91.7 92 92 92 94 94 93

9900.7v94992 ........................... 93.540 970237 95.199 95.92 94.25 92.027 92.173 99.267 92.591 99.911

T.,9porm*t t d pl 949lgo49 .3. .... . ........ 82 6.402 6009 60320 6.270 6039 605 6.249 60374 6.305
T-powt0,56 ,......................... . 3.93 4,118 4,030 4.549 3.996 4.9059 4.06 4.057 4.097 4.199

R99o94 M9.9901.4 .................. 230.7 23990 23406 22406 234 231 220 229 239 228
ILO~ 91149195b15116459119909.i 451.1 479.7 475.0 479.1 439 456 490 492 492 499
TSL.khg at~W mhbot ............. . 19825.5 10014 1.924.4 10830.5 1.979 1.977 10870 1AW5 10873 1.99
WSW t59199p60....... ......... 192.5 19908 167.9 169.0 171 172 173 172 179 175
Tr,,,,9Ip 9ot, by W .9...... .......... 24.0 679.6 6763 879.7 627 909 990 979 970 894
PpOMPe. MM 1151 951142. ........... 14.0 13.7 13-7 13.7 14 14 14 14 14 14
Tot-pol.9.t .9902................ 4200 449.0 449.1 454.2 432 449 449 450 451 456

C-f11ttos0592 949645504909 ......... 2.202 2.394 2.276 2.276 2.276 2079 20288 2.33 2097 2.29
cot505090992.....................I 10644 10950 10920 1,492.7 10371 1093 1.401 10397 1.404 1.409
EI.Oio, .96, d1 .atott 69 859275 9230 979.0 672.1 905 699 997 999 992 901

06192990946 3004 3094 3079 3099 3039 ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~3093 3MO 30894 3097 30 13
Not19..bWe go49........... ...... ..... 2,90 2.79 2.730 273 2.72.7 .76 2.7611271 279 .

See A1 01 end clu 91 l .
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6STABUS449ENT DATA ESTABU004365r DATA

T sbis 6-1. E sipO y s 01 -os oi p ey r e by Iod " t- C esedbe sd

(51ifosto

1 _Not seestioy e*o-e I SD.-doly .4-de

todeacy II Fe. I I 1 I I-, I P40. IO ]= o. e.[Jn

Rols nW.o ....te ... ......... 20,92 22.537 21,525 21.439 21.340 21.09 21.V957 3i2i2 2153 XS1.7
9,o2.n9 Wmatai at gadec .i e ...... 82.9 936.7 991.0 69996 990 956 942 940 941 941
Geneo otodottle s. e ......... 2.577-5 3.072.7 2.782.7 2AQS95 25674 2.765 2.770 2.791 2.725 2.79

De9pOtows sa Z. ~ 2.993 2701.9 2.4*0.0 2.39095 2.354 Z.442 2.4 2.454 2.419 Z.75
Food s1c es. .................... . 3.2362.3 3522.2 3,452.4 3.44256 3,421 3.454 3.462 3.491 3,474 3.482
A=.o00m deabr ,,s at eatatto ...... 2.203952.30059 2297.3 2.2031 2.234 2.30 2.30 231 2.319 2.323

N-wett a -detti . - .,- 110092 150405 15040.5 15445 15015 1541 1.042 1,044 1547 1.050
A4*Wer.dteceseoYsn............. 1.0972 1-30158 1,19.7 1,097,5 in 1.199 1.109 1.102 1.109 1.199
Fcmo. M h- eloot.ou~iig s .l...... 944.1 1.95774 1.022.1 1,099.0 949 gm 1.005 1.019 1.016 1.m I
Easooattd dUogo5es. .. .......... 7.194.2 7.1445O 7579.9 729568 7.440 7.517 753,7 7.558 7,578 7.599

kfeooaetottotS esel5sboah- 2.69595 254054 2.7992 2.746.2 2503 2.722 2.738 2.752 2.761 2.764

Fitt-e. no,rtoe at tea ........... 6.. 99 7.033 75013 7.024 6519 7.02r 7.903 75052 7.095 75078
R.ie . ..... . ........ - . .... ... 3.278 3.399 3,372 3.301 3.299 3.355 3.3161 3.369 2391 321899

5e90997990tun6.0.. ...........-. 2.015.7 2.9953 2.0325- 229 2.022a 2.02 5237 2.035 2 .996 03 2.07
Co-OOIO berth.................1.460.3 1,4812 1,482.2 1.A782 1.467 1.478 1.479 1.480 1.495 1.494
Songs ureeco .......... ....... 2B 256.3 255.2 2532 268 260 259 257 256 2955

Nctt9900y 99939019 ........... 49555 52337 535. 5302 499 5SW 130 533 139 5W
M.tol~p bikteisabokah. ........ 22 2415X 242-4 2441 (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (I)

Seoteo ald 65 OClo
t
ly brokM........ 520.7 55496 5566 6195 531 549 552 555 SW0 564

Heddig at 01. locesos .o ...... 2327 2452 245.4 29154 239 245 244 216 269 252
1. . ..o ...................... ..... 2.. 25 2.2623.259 2.258 2255 2.263 2.954 2.265 2.391 Z2.92

Iostaaoteoeote . ....s . 1,594... 1 1.544 02 1,546.5 1.5434 1,547 1.551 1.aw 1.551 1.549 1.047
losoeooeeoeile~~okes~ettserace 7057 714.0 712.1 714.2 799 712 714 714 712 715

Real ... ... ... ......... seel.175 1,452 1.382 1.305 1.376 1.408 1.412 1.419 1.423 1.427

sOtMis
2

............
. .

................. 33.510 34.719 34.235 34.534 233502 34,709 34,790 34.9615 260.91 35.091
Agromlo -sav ..... ............... . 5075 574.2 531.1 5331 603 921 629 953 955 950
Hatd.erttft. dog pL ............ . 1.5706m 15A2798 1.d-.9 1526 19657 1.99 15892 1.799 1.710 1.712
Potin s ......................... . 1.246.2 1.167.7 1.241.0 12723 1.174 1.194 1.1915 1.195 1.195 1.2104
Bo' . ....... ........ .......s. . 65875.1 7,3059 7.197.0 7.222.7 75998 7292 7.2195 73299 7.391 7.408

S ot braldotg .... ...... 87.7 991.7 89445 071.2 egg 994 Ws5 995 975 992
Pe- Itl smly ea ....... .es .... 2.437.0 2.7499 2.194.0 2.573.0 2.552 2.997 29672 2.699 2.789 2,729

Hseppsupy -os.t ...... ........ 2.1479 2.42934 2.252.5 2.3158 2.254 2.91 2.39 2.379 2.451 2.404
CosPoerdtdm mpcestg aece 1.1495 1285.1 1275.9 128805 1.140 15239 12571 132M 1575 1.28

Allo wd959t d019 ap.ole ........ 1,052.4 1.12259 1,117.2 1.13356 1,019 1.117 1.121 1.129 1.121 1.142
M-oteooo repan doo 2........... 5456 36054 2950 263.0 319 266 370 270 3ad 299
tossPi.. ... ............. 5132 534.0 530-4 52058 515 536 530 532 524 524
Aeos""r"' ioet "M lof.......1.3259 1 935 1244.4 1299-0 1.5045 1.534 1.545 1.519 1.570 1.558
Heals spoon ...... ............... 9,0440 923.0 957756 985909 9.403 9542 DAM 95679 9.708 9.722

Mtoteedtdioalk. . todCidet 1,629.1 175258 1,7226 1.7105 1.944 in 1,094 15A97 1.712 1.710
Nuieelgatpeio.W -iela tboe.......1.71658 1,763.1 1.71958 1.7575 1.722 1.754 1.757 1.780 1.762 1.795
H.Os19s ................... .- .... 3.6275 2579925,17458 3,082.3 233 3fl6 35875 2802 3590 3.997
Heni.W591 ear s-As 0 ....... 4759 996.7 GM.2 601.7 653 662 660 065 997 665

LIw.eg ........................e.... 95158 94029 93996 944.0 927 957 941 942 943 947
Ed.9cWef ( .......l.s .... ........ 2.10158 2.12254 1571.5 2.136.2 1505 2.255 25925 25021 2.007 2.0la
toaserote- -.......................... 2.372.1 2.42552 2.415.9 2.431.2 2.372 Z.416 2,420 Z.416 2.424 Z.431

Gilt day ear .. ............... 579.2 1900 565.5 192.7 199 590 57 575 190 519
Rs59a09 .................ts.... 651.2 9755 673.4 677.0 654 673 979 976 677 690

Klan at bom..W at ato
gadr. ............................ 75.5 84.1 7899 7.95 95 as 06 97 as 97

Merneistpotgeneadn...............2.115.2 2.14154 2.11559 2.1255 2.137 2.151 2.153 2.153 2.152 2.151
EV9onir9 atd otaeoaeo .e.....s .2.47.0 2.935052.9335825992~ 2,847 25930 2.941 2552 2595 2.971

Sooeata erdiltottI sesores 6 .. 12.7 915559 652.0 9542 627 au4 699 59 662 997
Mooagnon eM p99190 otoi.9........ 74.5 95759 929.9 9432 991 922 935 942 942 910

Sotoo .............e....... ........ . 44.0 46.2 49.2 49.5 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)

Go-eTi ........................... 19.975 19507 19 478 9 19 19.305M 19.599 19.9 19.524 19.550 19.d
Fodei....................... . 2799i 2.757 2.705 2.712 2.780 Z.731 2.3 2.729 2.729 Z2733

Fedttd...eepi PoMWS-aele. ..- 1910. 15 5 15J36.9 158491 15998 157 157 1570 159el1 mi
SW........19 .................6 ..... . 4740 4,725 4,584 4.760 49636 4,64 454 4542 45640 46519

Ed10099...........................2.069,5 2.27359 15277 2.09758 15945 in9 1500 1595 inw iw
0. S 0 9 -mov sot...............2.67354 265232 2A.654 2,1924 259 2.990 259 25679 25980 2.990

Lactl..... .......... ................. 12.197 12Z404 12.199 12,403 115949 12.137 12,12 12.153 12.184 12.214
Eduefei ......................... 6.a9.7 7.1435 659613 7,119.7 6.519 6.794 6.9 65801 65924 6.951
Ot, bti 0 .Ooota............ 5.17323 5590.2 55727.2 5.242.1 5sn 55343 5.32 5.352 5.300 5.29

1 This 6 sens -s eat.N eja W ntsIteao5adilotm Seass it h.oe The .I ens sno pobhd -esoofy ad~Ju b-oi fte
oety its sesot5 at oregoal iraar l. Th..,Or rth seas-t-,lly seaaaod rg-ars h5491 it o-e rs5we 19 to. crdyde and
acqotaw sre on be toe to -eayor t cddeal at Wligd,,, elthw pols , av be bsgaa w rwisonts poeck..

note htdwtles to stow eaptaty. fit y
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ESTABUSHWINT DATA ESTABUSHIMENT DATA

UN. 6-2. A-enge dkly h566 Of Phod,6n o- a e, - -, a,,1 nflS Pyodls by -em91

Imnd" I eb. I8.1 ] I. FI . Oct. Nov., eb

1996 1 
1

90 7
P 1597P 199 199 7P

T011 lpsio . ....... . _ _ 34.1 34.9 332 34.5 34.5 34.3 346 34a 342 35.0

GW d ........... 47.......... _ 4 41.8 40.4 40.7 41.1 41.0 41.1 41.3 40.9 41.3

Md . . . .. . 45.1 44.0 442 45.8 453 454 44a 45.7 443 48.4

C048 1 ...... . . 38.1 38.5 38.3 37.5 39.7 39.8 389 38.8 372 39.1

Oime4 n ... . .. 41.3 4298 41.5 41.5 41.4 41.7 4147 42.0 41.7 41.9
0-t- Ou I. ...................... 4.2 5.1 4.5 4.4 43 4.4 4.5 46 4.6 4.7

Du08bl. g9.W 421 43.6 42a2 424 43.2 424 42.4 42.7 42.4 42.7
0 I ............... 4.5 5.5 4 46 48 47 47 49 5.0 50

Lumber 0 d OW d .p ....................... . 3968 41.2 395 402 4038 4a 41.0 41.0 403 409
F. 4 1 d ...... ..ru.r.. 38.... 4Z45 481.5 394 39.5 391 39.5 394 446 40 32 9 399

SF..8y. 048 gls d9 d p164 .. 42.4 43.1 48.9 42.0 43.5 4343 432 434 4223 43.5

Plregi m d olhdr eli.l 84 4194... 44.1 453 44.5 44 44.1 44.4 " 4 4 4.7

Tr5nyon0-nn 6566en9 8 el - 4 6 45.1 4.7 44.5 "A 44 447 44b 4 46 4.
FMomr W .........i .d..... 420 436 42.1 42.2 42.0 424 4223 42.5 43.1 42.5

Mi849eou11 y 9 aW Kfl -I ............. 43.3 44 4332 43.5 43.0 429 43.0 432 431 43.5

EN o lc o Md ''''' '' ' ' p'' ' ' '' ' ' 4 1.5 4249 41.1 4 13 41.6 41 5 414 412 414 0 41.7

T ,Fpood,16 oqlopnwl .432 45.5 4.7 435 43.1 439 441 44.5 45.1 44.4

T nhil pn d iP- .............. 4 .4 44 5 4586 45.2 43.7 4.7 4468 45.1 48.0 4535

F in6 , d 6 II..d 1 9 ............... 41. 43.1 41 3 420 416 417 41.9 431 41.5 42.3
.8890eu8gl..................... 3923 41.1 39.7 402 39.5 396 40.0 40.6 40.1 4068

No1dkal g8148 d . p n. . 4041 4136 405 40.4 405 496 40.7 41.0 40(7 4048

P b . .en d minc. . p = 3 6 43 5 42 0 3 7 4.0 4.1 4.1 4 2 4 2 4.2

F 8od 4 pl ls ........... 404 42.0 403 409 412 41.1 4122 41.4 41.1 41.5

TrO n podn .386 41.9 399 3g9o 39a 39S9 406 416 391 41.1
T.V,e5( lp1d89l. 1.................... 40.1 4189 4039 40.2 40.5 40.9 4123 41.6 41.1 40.5

AppWm1d tn....... ......... _ 36a3 379 36.9 363 36.9 374 37 374 37.1 37.1
Pepe, ,,di illdb pld41. ............... 4268 4.6 43.7 43.1 43.1 43.4 43.6 4368 43.6 43.5
PRi1in 01d 2S ......... 37 39.0 37 381 392 38.2 3.2 3.4 38.2 38.5
Ch-mell 1d 6id pd1uM .......5 . 43.1 44. 43.4 43.4 43.2 43.2 4323 43.6 43.4 43.6
pFn4e4nd- 10 rP a l6s8 ........................ 42.8 43.9 4570 41.4 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

64910 0590 p049i6 p0.819. 413 42.6 414 414 4132 41.5 41(2 416 41(2 41.5
L88h0 wd1.61h89,6p(804(436..........-. 37.1 39.2 3786 3890 37.6 3894 39.0 3868 3769 39.0

S.lvioo.pe1d400.-g .............. 324 33.1 32.2 32. 32.7 3206 3268 33.0 32.4 33.3

T-p"Ii4981 011424148U14i909............ 39.4 40.0 39.0 39.8 396 39.6 39.8 40.0 3923 40.1

Wh080 d.4....8 ....................... - 39.0 39.7 3769 38.5 3893 36.1 3862 386 39.1 36.8

66580044..................... 292 2393 39.0 286 39.8 39.7 2960 296 2897 29.5

F.18088.-8460. 111d 691e 6 35.7 36.7 35.7 36.6 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

580165...............32.2 32.7 32.0 32.7 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2 (2

1 09ra 81646 81 produ40io5 68166 b5 8165618 864 (1801.80 p ~er e616 1 11 09146851870St6 1
I OMrcd ers in P.On.W.i end nosue iIMM " oln Muinwa These w.es, Wxn pubished .seronaly edguused beuSe Iht

,mprtw= end pubic ol~ 2t1: end.O MIV: reil- sede ..u~o orpnW Cw.,gLhich is sml miaiv. to he thenoc7d. en
insuren. and 188' 6538; 018 841vi. The.e 918(p. ed811 8t1 lor imr 660811508678b1164019101488651 p1o08.
0401860181617 181-i0ff of the s1 8e1 pbyees14 on 68 P e no iarm .8(8700 8b( 1h0-p1 14101
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ESTA8UISI4$E8T DATA ESTABLISH4MENT DATA

TAW8.8-2. A - p.g h 881 9.y W 8 .. e l . 81 84p .4d .4t 81 - - t-185 111 8 - pd,4 81 8 1.1.888 1.19 p yr14 by kd L.881

1110811 I Fell I D0 - I~ 1 7I .5 1 Feb I -. I I . [F b.
199 1im 190 18F 1998 1 I5 .. [ II

T.W p.0 41. . ................. 811.89 $12.5 812.11 $12.13 81309.83 42000 $410353 $418.40

S es on y I O ............ . 1.55 12.04 12 12559 401393 418.59 412.45 423.15

................ ... .. .. . 13.18 13.72 13.55 13.5 53843 573.50 552.87 15 388

M~~ ........ ................... 15362 15.54 18.12 1139 704.48 72324 712.50 731.5

0 ~ l.t.48595 ............................ 15.14 15.62 15.71 11.83 578.5 801.78 570.27 588.13

kt8 90 4 1 1............ .................... 12.57 13.07 13.04 13.02 518.14 108.40 541.18 540233

0 8 1b 1 0 8 0 5 9 4. ........... 13.13 13364 13.61 13.59 552.77 084.70 57424 57823
1911188419 Wd .....98 .. .... 10.. O23 10.81 10.57 15.089 407.15 437.13 417.52 425.72
F.I.a.. "9 58181.88 ... ........ . ga5 10.42 1029 1024 383.08 432.43 40927 40320
s m ~, o1 y.4l18g148 818 883 ...... .-.... . 1218 12.9 13.00 13.5 532.54 55720 531.70 540.52
PH.-4y WW ifl49A 4. ............... 14.71 15.18 15.13 115.55 484.71 55875 873.29 872.57

aw 111,18.110 b- O" W.&-4411 . 17.50 17097 17.75 17.70 70030 810.45 793243 78121
F8b186418 po4n ... ............... -. 12 9 12.76 12.73 127,3 518.18 558.34 535393 53721
I1851804 01 -28.............111 13.40 13 39 13.81 13389 50022 620.71 80220 804.22
EI.55 . th. . W.W 119 81 10 1 p.101 1e0 1187 12.53 1 2.48 1244 492.81 537.54 51233 513.77
T_ Vo 008 01 .qs II0. 83 1731 1747 1744 735367 80139 78031 772.5

M= h00 A,28894840111 1754 18.25 18556 18800 77331 84820 823214 8133
1580 814 d54 p91508 ............ 12394 13.39 13.39 13 237 540 30 577.11 506831 08 12S4

hk.O~.ao11................... .. 1039 10.88 1 10 10.80o 40322 435.88 420332 425.12

N$41101 , ,0........0.......... 11 390 12.24 12.21 12.25 473.18 505.18 484351 482.8
Foo0 4108k14.d .... . ...... .. 11.80 11.47 11.41 1123 448.42 48174 485.53 483.40
T0b_ 88.k.% .18.32...838..1839.1910 71032 793.59 734382 742.88
T.W. "'ll9p10.83.8........... ...... . 54 0391 083 839 382355 4152;3 405514 39738
AQ 511410011814810 80 -N 1d8.......... 731 8.14 8055 0.18 287.41 355.51 29852 300.29
F.,81 41103948 p 4 1.... ........... 14.43 1450 14387 14384 81730 880.77 84 .832 8239.0

PFi0.5 ,,d pubfi1t8.................. 12.48 12.90 12.87 1239 472.09 503.10 408A8 481.11
Ch1411_01841109848d 8lw -t ............ 1539 18428 18.41 18.50 480.74 731.71 712.18 718.10
P809 _0101 -4191 u' 60104018 ......... 10.53 20,25 20.83 20504 83539 80839. 81235 825m
503081.411018 .plafi08 81-b59 11. .... .14 Il 50 11.40 11.45 460085 409390 475,30 474.03
LW885 d -t.141140 80.d4 .....1 ......... 8.42 8sm 8084 8387 312.39 348.14 332208 337.08

0411.s8 .h01511,.......................... 1125 11.51 11361 11364 38230 3800398 373384 382.88

T18p1-l450801 pub4083r019.......-- 14.45 14.00 14.70 14867 54023 586.40 57831 583387

WhIW . t944140.......................... 12.88 13.17 13.15 12.24 481.08 5059M 498820 509.74

880810488. ............................ 737 8.15 823 8.23 221393 230390 230.44 237.02

F.18o- 1o. 4-.411.W .808. ......... 12.71 13.03 13501 1310 453.75 47025 464.48 482289

54101.5...................... ........ 11.72 12.17 12.10 12.23 37739 307,96 300.08 2089S

I 0.8581118101.1804,8.2 
P p18511411415.

p -P-Oftm-I S. b�t. I, two S 2.
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Tabl. B-4. A-ge hodly auninq ol plodooun t r no nsuy 1k on prlo. er m payrolb by
InduW ly, e0onalhy edpWd

Percen

Industry ,Feb. O1c. Nwv. Dec. J7 Feb. chaolrge
1996 1996 1999 199 19R97P 1997P tm

Jao. 1997-
_ ~~~~~~Feb. 199

Toald private:
Current dobars ................. 611.65 S11.99 S11.99 912.04 $12.06 612.09 0.2
Consam (1982) do ..r.. ........ 7.41 7.41 7.45 7.46 7.49 NA. (3)

Goods-porducng ......................... 13 26 13.57 13.62 13.69 13.73 13.75 .1
Andng .......... .............. 1549 15.65 15.76 15.90 15.97 1568. -.6
C'olsoc"O n . .................. 1523 15.55 15.55 15.66 15.73 15.74 .1
IMt.1a ........ .... 12.56 12.99 12.94 1299 13.03 13.02 _ .1

Eocicdmolover~imo
4

....................... 1153 12.21 12.27 1230 12.34 12.32 -.2

Service-producing . 11.11 11.35 11.45 11.50 11.50 11.54 3
Transporlatioo aod pubic uvIroes 14.43 14.50 14.59 14.61 14.79 14.63 -1.1
Wholesale Irado ...................... 12.63 12.91 13.05 13.16 13.09 13.21 1.0
Reuil trade ....... 7.85 98.9 6.13 8.16 8.18 8.20 .2
Finer6e. insurance, and rea]

4a91 .1260 12.88 13.02 1301 1298 13.10 1.1
0e0,ve. 11.62 11.90 12.02 12.07 12.05 12.13 .7

1 See ooloote 1. table 6-2. Jnuary 1997. the la5est rnon1 h -vrlbbe.
2 The Consum r rFe Ine0 00 Uroan W9ag8 Eawers 4 Oenved by assuming 00a 10m100e hou00 are Pod a0

"nd Clerical Workers (CD-W) is used 0 o delate this 1he0ra90 of fteand1on-hall.
sW808 NA. .49 0va04at0.

Change 0aS .0 percem Irom Doecmber 1999 to P .prelimnry.
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Tebb B-9 .be 61 aggregael _ley Fe o1 Plo n noren _ ere enM psials noneno peys by lndctry
(1992.1 002

Ir1dusry Feb.

1999

Total p aee ...... . 1312

(po-dur ~h ing ............................__ ._ - 10 OS

Mnig ........... 52.9

Ccnsin ... ........ . 1263

MW ........... 104.7

Durable gods ................... s............ 106.7
Lube and -cwoodrucs .......................... 127.9
Fumiturec lire..re. ............................. 120.1
SOlo ay andgbaprocuct .. ..................c.0 . . 102.2
P1iry Iela irdlslries ............................. 92.1

Blast lurrs end basic clet pou8ts ... 73.2
Fabriroced metal p1r0odts ............................ 11296
Ind1 mhnery ed ipment ............. . I04.5
EleT.olo andas o aeler equipo "' " .... 19d.9
Tbenoonstado, eqldyrm " ............................. 119.2

2,6tor nebdes -nd equipment .................. 161.7
Instumens, en rehled pmnduas ................. 73.7

Nondlurabe goods ................. 9............ ..
Food end kmnded products ........................... 10.7
Tobaco ploduits .. . 6 . 0
Tentle mill pmdLc ..... 9........ 90..
Apparel and o1er 1ex10e products ................ 0
Paper and allied produts ........................... 107.2
prtimig end pu h ... . .. 122.4
Chenmi . end ailed pr .. .. 100.9
poeum andi oa producs ................... -.... 70.4
Rubber and nis.. plastics pnxl . 139.2
Lelther and leather prolucts .......... 43.5

Se0ice-produLcing ......... .................. 142.8

Tranaportaoend puliculitie .....................1 125.5

Whldesale t..de . .......................... 121.7

Retal trade ....... .................... 126.9

FinaneIne. r and real aeset ................. 123.2

ServWAe ... 1.................................. 171.2

Not .-eor-y ad us 2ed I Seas=o-y Cdjusted

1 Dec. bn. lFeb.I Feb. OctI Nov. 1De. 1 n. Feb.B 1 9g3 19978 1997Ff 1996g 1996 1996 I 5g3 1997P 19 97P

140.

112.5

55.5

146.7

109.0

112.0
138.2
130.5
1083
04.9
732

119.6
1073
111.1
127.
1707
76.1

105.0

1O4a1145
7148
92.B
74.7

111.7
1262
1014
730

145S
441

153.0

132.0

127.5

143.5

12S9.

179.9

133.1

105.6

52.4

1286.

104.7

107.6
130.1
123.4
98.9
92.7
72.2

114A
104.8
105.9
1242
184.7
73.2

100.3

100.9
109.5
65.2
90.1
71.2

109.9

120.6
g99
72.9

140.6
41.4

145.4

128.7

123.7

130.2

125.8

173.7

138.2

1065

54.2

131.5

105.0

108.2
132.0
122.2
102.0
92.9
71.7

115.1
105.

123.5
163.9
73.

102.5

1006
109.5
625
88 6
71.1

107.4
121.4
98S
67.9

141 2
41.0

149.4

129.5

126.1

133.1

12.4

179.9

135.5

110.9

54.9

150.5

105.9

107.4
123.1
121.7
109.7
91.9
73.9

112.9
103.2
108.
118J.

73.9
102.2

114.9
931
91.7
77.0

10839
123.4
101.3
736

139.6
44.5

14.6

128.4

124.0

133.1

124.4

174.5

137.1

110.5

54.7

149.0

100.9

108.2
137.1
122.6
109.
92.4
72.5

115.5
102.9
107.4
121.4
J.,a

73.9
101.1

102.7
11 2.4
632
912
748

109.9a
122.8
99.2
73 4

141.5
42.5

149.0

12962

120.4

135.5

125.0

17S2

1382

110.9

53.9

150.0

108.1

108.4
137.9
123.9
1092
91.6
72.6

115.4
103.2
1072
122.7
161.7
73.6

102.0

102.8
113.2

68.4
91.3
74.3

1093
122.9
99.4
74.8

1409
42.5

150.5

130.4

126.3

137.1

127.9

179.4

1 OeeloobenleI.lalaeB-2. 
P .ixeon.nwy.

1393

111.6

55.1

151.3

1 0858

109.3
137.7
125.4
110.2
92.6
72.1

1 15.9
104.0
107.9

123.9
192.9

74.2

103.9
103.4
114.2

65.9
92.1
73.9

123,2tOg8

75.5
142 .6
4305

151.7

130.9

1272

137.1

130.9

181.5

137.1

110.4

54.0

147.

108.1

10898
1353
124.5
107 .1
922
72.9

115.0
104.4
1059.
1283
'07.9

73.1
1033.

102.5
114.0bO 0

91.0
72.5

109.0
1222
99.1
763

1403
41.9

149.0

126.1

125.7

136.0

12586

177.J

1408

112.6

658S

1956.9

109.8

109.7
137.2
125 4
110.7
93.0
7Z5116.3

105.6
1078
123.8
164.0
74.5

105.6

102.7
114.7
65.1

72.2
109.2
122.9

71.2
142.1
42.5

153.4

132.0

128.4

140.2

130.6

182.9
_ _

I Sae lcolotoe 1. Wae 8 Z. P .pmndimnry.
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Tele 6B. Diflon Indoxes . lmpy nt cha seesonafly edletd

(Peremt)

Thie spen Jan Feb. Me.. A,.. Moy |IJne |Jdy |A9. Sept Oa. |No. 06e

Pndme no1arrn p07ds. 356 i0dstries'

0O1 1--nOf sp766.
1993 . 60.0 606 513 58.6 61.7 55.2 67.7 57.0 61.V 5.7 61.6 5_6

1964 . 586 62.1 66.0 64.2 ~~~~ ~~~~~~603 63.5 61.5 62.1 686 61.5 63.1 63.9

1995 ............. s63B2 5.3 549 54.6 61.4 55.1 54.1 57.4 51 64

199.5........ 52 4 63.2 60.0 S524 62.2 57.4 5563 576 5257 63.1 57.2 56.5

1997 9 7 P58 P55.9

006 3-nlon5 apan 6. 1
1992.. 63.6 612 61 63.1 62.9 597 63.1 645 67.1 6

1994 ..... . 67.1 5 70. 66.7 4 .4 66.0 66.5 69.5 65.3 656 68.0 67.6

1965 .n .... 6.6 63.2 58.6 52.4 542 52.6 586 53 54.2 54.6 5

1996 . 60.7 616 61.2 62 61.0 63.6 602 56. 60.9 9.0 64.9 P6S.
5997 ... .... P64.5

One, 6-100,10 spa0.

1993: . ........... 632 65.2 6368 64.2 6234 65.9 65.7 63.9 6563 6723 70.9 69.5

1B994.70.9.71. 6 6.0' 566 56.5 56.5 569.2 5690 56.2 66.5 56.1 561.6

1995 ........ 56.3 6068 58.7 54.4 53.5 54.1 52.1 56.3 5.9 41 02 69

1996 .............. 60.3 62.9 6368 6368 63.6 59.0 65.2 6236 61.9 P63.8 P6 4.6

1997..............

(Wr1993 . 64.9n. 63.9 64.0 65.4 67.0 67.6 67-6 67'0 70.2 99.5 699.2 70.1

1994 . ~70.2 71.6 71.9 71.6 72.1 71.6 71.6 72.1 7. 64 67 6.

1995 . 62.6 60.9 60.1 61.2 56.1 67.7 54.5 5. 566 73 594 58.6

1996 .............. 61.0 61.7 61.5 61.1 63.9 64.3 P64.0 P64.0

1997..............

I4u04ldofgl payrolls, 139 ,1nd4strim"

1993 .............. 52.5 56.5 50.7 45.7 54.0 45.7 49.3 49.3 594 52.2 53.9 55.5

1994 . ~~~~~565 561 59.7 58.6 52.2 57'9 57.9 53.9 55.9 54.7 57.2 59.

1995 . 56. 55.0 46.0 45.3 39.2 40.3 45.0 45.0 42.4 45.3 46A4 4.

1996 ........... 42.1 46.2 46.2 39.6 52.2 49.9 439 50.0 44.6 54.3 4a.2 52.9

1997 .............. P532 P99.2

Ome 3.mn,0h spen:
1993.............. 65.9 58.3 52.2 47.6 46.'9 54.0 50A 58.3 57.6 56.7 54.7 57.6

1994 ... . . ...... 63.7 64.4 66.2 60.9 58.1 5668 65.0 56.96 54-0 56.1 60.1 606

1995.............. 560.4 51.0 43.5 34.9 33.1 32.0 33.1 35.6 36.9 39.6 40.96 0.

1996........... . 36.9 39.6 3768 43.92 45.3 475 45.7 40.6 50.7 47.1 5168 051.6

1997............... P54.0

O 1993 . 6.5h6.0pa6n5.4 50.7 5769 594 56.5 57.6 56.6 64.4 99.6

1994 . .. ........ 563.2 64.4 60. 615 560 6665 57.2 60.1 5568 59.7 5568

1995 ..... ...... 55.4 45.0 38.5 33.5 27.7 26.9 2B96 30.6 23.5 33.1 34.2 36.9

1996.............. 3260 37.4 37.1 36.1 42.4 3768 46.6 43.5 45.0 P51.4 P4768

1997..............

One 12.nm0 spen:
i993.566h579 5568 56.6 57.2 57.9 5896 5860 61.2 56. 601 57.6

1994 .. ......... 5769 58.6 60.9 60.8 60.9 63.3 56.4 6051 57.2 556.9 49'6 47.5

1995 ........ 42.1 40 3 396 466 24.5 31.7 256 2866 26.1 24.1 27.0 26.1

1596.331 33. I 1 33.8 35.6 37.1 41.0 P40.3 P4.9
1997 ..........

I Bnaed an seasontaly adAnusstned 4d41 1o Daz and 6-0161 spans NOTE: Flose are the percent Of ine oswris with 69omm

a .d unadjuoled dole W the 12.100101 oan. Dole wre ceered ,Mi, ineasirlg pans onehad f of the in1dust16es,5 unchaernged ern yrasm.

the span. Where 52 pmentncslica056s en equal baloncve between nfd591,inf 5,51

P = neoonoy. 66e0s50and dwasneg~l e-l~p~ynlent
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MAR 21 %7

Chairman Jim Saxton
Joint Economic Committee
339 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Saxton:

At the, March 7, 1997, hearing of the Joint Economic Committee
you inquired about the history of decisions concerning funding
for the Consumer Price Index Revision currently in progress.

This matter was discussed during the hearings held in the
House of Representatives on the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
Appropriations requests for Fiscal Years 1994 and 1995. Relevant
portions of the transcripts from those hearings are enclosed.

The BLS had developed plans for a possible start to the Revision
in Fiscal Year 1994, but it ultimately was decided not to proceed
with a request to the Congress for funds to start this work until
the following year. Work on the Revision began in Fiscal Year
1995, and has received strong support from all involved in
decisions about the Bureau's funding.

I trust that these materials answer the question you raised.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosures



THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 1993.

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

WITNESSES
WILLIAM C. BARRON. DEPUTY COMMISSIONER POR ADMINISTRATION

AND INTERNAL OPERATIONS
DANIEL J. LACEY. ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR ADMINISTRATION
tHOMAS J. PLEWES. ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR EMPLOYMENT AND

UNEMPLOYMENT RtATISTICS
JAMES E M.MULLEN, DIRECTOR. OPPICE OF BUDGET

INTRODUCTION OP WITNSSE

Mr. NACnHaX. At this time we take up the budget request for the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Salaries and Expenses. We have before
the committee, Mr. Barron. Mr. Barren, before we start, tell us
who you have with you at the table.

Mr. BARRON. Thank you. Mr. Chairman
On m f r right is J=mes McMullen. the Department of Labor

Budget Director. On my immediate right is Thomas J. Plewes. Amso-
ciate Commissioner for Empoyment and Unemployment Statitics. C
And on my left, Mr. Dan Cacey. Assistant Commissioner for Ad- b
ministration.

OPENING SrATKMENT
Mr. NATCHER. We are pleased to have you with us. You may pro-

ceed.
Mr. BARRON. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I would like to submit my prepared statement for the record and

summarize It briefly.
It is both a honor and a pleasure to appear before your commit-

tee on behalf of the Bureau of Labor Statistics budget request for
fiscal year 1994.

The Bureau is requesting a total amount of $330,676,000. a net
increase of $6.7 million over the comparable 1993 level. This budget
groposes no newv increases, but continues new initiatives approved
by the Congress in previous yeare. and most importantly, it contin-
ues our core economic indicators.

Those programs. Mr. Chairman, that measure jobs. unemploy-
ment, employment, inflation, compensation, safety and healtK,
growth and productivity, I think represent some of the key issues
that are facing Members of Congress, the officials in the executive
branch and, indeed, represent areas of great concern for people
throughout our country. This request will allow the Bureau to
maintain those programa and to continue our record of ervice to
the Congress as well as to the American people.

We appreciate the opportunity to be here.

(1036)
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Mr. 8AsaM. YesZ

Mr. Pon. What your highet priority that ia not funded by
the budget? If you had mne additional money, what would you
want todo

Mr. BAstBO. wel. eir, I think all of our prioritite for the year
ae funihdd. Thia Is the President's budget. and clearly a person in
my posetion eupportb that budget. and thie would represent all the
prioritv reas we nave at thia time.

Mr. Pwr Very good nonanawer.
DIIR=C t= METHOD

Mr. NAvcusa. Both the Houee and Senate reporta teat year urged
the Bureau to begin stepa to add two additional States in the ao-
called "diret-use method of determining State unemployment
rates. Have you taken any oepe to comply with this suggeetion?

Mr. BAssON. Mr. Chairman, we did take the etepe to develop a
plan a to how w could do it and esUmated the coste that would be
required. In the final analysis, as a result of the final decisions
made for overall funding for the Bureau [ta year. we were not
ble to implement the pregam i dr
Mr. NMArcnIaf decaaon u m;de now to do this in fiscal year

1994. how much would it coat?
Mr. BAaoN. Let me ask Mr. Plewee
Mr. PrzwR. Our etimates of the firet year funding to bring in

the States of Georg and Virginia. would be $7b0000. Subeequent
er n would be $1.3 million for both Slates. Each of thoee

Stes would be about half. If the Congress decided to go with only
Ceorgia, for example.

WORMN waZCr INVENrTXr

Mr. Nawazit. Lest year we urged you not to eliminate the For-
eign Direct Inveetment prqgram. What are you doing in regard to
that matter?

Mr. BAaOew. Mr. Chairman, again. another very difficult deci-
sion. We hae continued part of the Foreign Direct Investment pro-
gram At the time the budget decialona were made, there was one
piece of the program that we had never developed Information on:
the type of occupatione that eisat in companies which are foreign

I was able to find resourcee within the Bureuas base budget that
will enable Mr. Plewre to produce that one critical report that I
know Wm of vital interost to the Congress. We er going to do that.
air.

The funds for continuing the pregram have been eliminated. We
are going to maintain our computer capability to put the program
beck in place, if resource constraints ever become better. Rut that
in just going to be another program we are not going to be able to
contInue.

Mr. NATcmaR. How much would it coet to maintain the program?
Mr. BARRON. About $800000 a year.

1051

LANOR MLAR&Irr INFORMATION
Mr. NAvNNI. 7Te States through the Interstate Conference of

Employment Security Agencies. hba asked the committee to take a
cldoe look at the management of labor market information pro-
grams of the De Partment. How much are you requesting for these
programs in 1994?

Mr. BARIRON. In our budget Mr Chairman the total amount of
money that w are requesn for the St es is $73 million. at is
about 22 percent of our tl budget air

Mr. NATCHint. Hae th funding for this been falling off in real
terms, during the peat aee years

Mr. BARRON. Ye, ar it ha Partiulrl I think in 1993. the
final decisiona on the budget tha ware made, imposed certain con-
atraints, particularly on trust funds whih in the case o 8L goes
to support the Stateavit That has hurt the Stes badly

Part of the very large incrette that you mentoned at the outet
of the hearin the non-psy baseline port o that is to put funding
back for the tates. We need to upport them

Mr. NATrcHU. How does te Bureau allocat hese funds out to
the States?

Mr. BARRON. We work with Mr. Plewes staff and then our eight
regional offices. We develop work load data for the program such
as the employment program from which we get the employment
data.

We aio have the occupational employment statistics and our
business establishment list project. all critical programs. The nego
tiations actually take place on a State-bybState basis, based on the
State's share or the work load.

This is a new proeme BLS put in place when the decision was
made to move the pograrm funding from ETA to the BLS and the
Bureau did not receive all the funds to carry it out ICESA. I be-
lieve, describes it as a mwodel process to put in place for all sgen-

Without commenting on all the problems that they may have
cited to you. Mr. Chairman, I think in this era of budget con-
straint that has caused our State colleagues to take a look at that
procect. We are concerned about it.

I think moot of the concerns are budget driven. I think the pro.
gram put before you this year will olve many of them.

CONRUMRR PrICS INDEX REVISION
Mr. N^ncs. 7The Bureau revies the conaumer pric Index As a

result of the ceneus each time. When do you plan to begin the next
revision?

Mr. BARINON. Mr. Chairman, it has been reported in the press. eo
I am not going to say anything here that is a big surprise to any.
body, but we are late in our typical pttern of revising the CPI. I
am sure as we enter into the 1995 budget process, which I cannot
ml Slot about right now, thi will be an item that gets major cono

Mr. NArcHIaR. How much do you expect it to cost?

years would be about $56 million. That sounds liiker lot f money.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 10, 1994

BUREAU OF iLAOR STATIUIMCS

KAThARIN AA COiOiE OF LABON STATiCil
W13JAM 0 DARRON, DAturr C O t OR AIDIISAI
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' ,, ~~INTRODUCTION OF WITHO

Mrs. LowneY C realding Good morning, thUA you for *paing
before uy tody We vh elcome the z1htPDon iii tedif, iYtU-
arine AreamUl Commib ioner of Lbr BtUUwelcome.

OPENU40 STATEMENT

Ms. ARAHAM. Thank you. I apprecate the opportunity toa ar
before you and to discus. our budget remqueL I do habe a rormal
statement that I would Uike to submit for the record if I may.

MmLowy. Of courseI
| line, let me just ummarire, If I couid, the request tht we

For 1995. the Bureau of Labor Statistics has requested $97 106
million for dontonuaston of our core grosm and to do a few mew
things that I will talk sbout briefty, budget request -Prepents
a net Increase of $24078 milion over our 1994 appropriaUon. Of
that net increase of just over $24 million, Ju ver $1 illion is
requeated for Improvements in our etatsbc pr'grM. There are
four itema included among those Improvement.

The first of these items Is just over $5 million in fRcal year 1996
to aupport the firet este in the procese of revsi the Consumer
Price index The main things that will go on in this revision, which
is expected to continue over the ned six years, are to first update
the geogrephic sample, the areas to which we collect pri dele
elecondly, to updiate the market basket, thatthe ItemU that we
are pridng correspond more cloeley to whe t cnn umene a,. tsiy
urcl eni and nUy to Intreduco some technical improvements

thei way that the survey b conducted.
The Consumer Prico Index b obviously very important a sn *an-

nomc Indicator nc It b used so heavily In bo ng the mag
nitude of payments under a vriety of goermnt pregam and
alo for eaaltng peymente In a lag nuor of private etor
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comtant. The p of this revision is to produce n Index that more
accurately reflects whet is going on with respect to changes in
prima

This snd item for which we are requesting additional handing
is the s-called ES-2D2 program. We hve requeeted just under $5
million for this program. Thi program collects data from the
States on all of the businesses in those States that ar covered by
the unemployment Insurance-and adds to that date Information
on the industry that those businesses are in and other coding. This
program is very important because the Information that we get
rom sates servb the sampling frame for most of our budi-

n-rn It is important that the States be handed to do the
work w of tem o that the smpling frame Is accurate.

The ES-202 prog request also Includes some money for the
States to do addiioa=wr that helps us ldrmtif' establishments
that em really part of the same enterprise end aio to do Some
work that helps us to Unk-up eatahlbimenta-4rom one year to the
nestL Thia would enable us to look at chenges in employment, big
versus small enterprises, and answer a whole rag of quetons
related to the job creation p n res end buinse. hi5 (Land deaths.

7Tbh third item in our list of Increases is $1 million to fund sup-
plements to the Current Population Survey which is our monthly
houo survey. I think that this is Important because it would
enbhle us to collect data on a range of Important labor market pol-
Icy Issues that we don't currently collect on an ongoing basis.

And finally, In terms of Increases, we requested just over $6 mil-
lion to hand a new youth cehort for the National Longitudinal Sur-

We believe that conducng this new youth cohort survey Is
Important because it would en la us to look at a whole range of
Issue related to the labor force activities and problems of youth,
particularly Black and Hispanic youth So those are our four re-
quo"te Increases.

The budget also Includes, approximately $14.5 milidh for manda-
tory cost Increses. The progrm nd mandatory dst increases
a partially offet by reducon of $3.3 million for funding tho e
surveys that provide data to Iimplemnt the Federal Enployers Pay

Ceanpaelallty Ac, th o-cale losIt payran.Iadioa
1250.000 reduction In handing for the Epaent Coat Inden Pro-
gram that arises because we will be asking the private sector usero
of the Aircraft Manufacturing Employment Coat Index to pay for
the suvy radhsr than handing It from our budget

FInally, the budget dIncudes program decrase of jude over $5
mnillion to help fulill the Prealdenta - of reducing the aloe of the
Fedra work ferats

In summary, I think thi i a budget tht ilet us continue to
do lbs Important work tt are curreny doing end also do
some new thin that re vy Impor n y ceagues and 1, of

=n=e woaid be happy to ner ny que that you

t statement and biography of Katharine G. Abraham followsel
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Me. ABRMIAm. Well, the survey would begin by tracking teen-
agers. We would start In the firat year of the program collecting in-
formation on youth who are roughly age 14 to 21, but the design
of the program is to continue to track theae people as they age so
that we would be building up data on not just what they were
doing In any one year, but what they were doing In subsequent

I think that that is important because there are a lot of questions
that you really cannot answer just knowing about what people are
doing at one point in time. Maybe I can give some specific esam-
plea of how Natond Longitudinal Surveys that have tracked pre-
Vious cohorts have been useful.

These are just some examples of the kind of questions that one
might look at A question that one might be interested in knowing
the answer to is how being unemployed as a young person affect.
what happos to you down the rmad In terms of your career devel-
opment. Dvid Ellwood, who i urrently the Assitant Secretary
for Policy in the Department of the Health and Human Services.
did some veey interesting work using an earlier youth cohort to
look at that question to try, to figure out whether being unemployed
for a period of time early mn one a lifs as a teenager had long lastng
effects son peoples aubsequent labor force attachment. I can give

other speifi examples if you would like.
Mr. BONIIUA Would this include something like 14-year-old

who has mmer job mowing wns? Would that be something
that needs to be tracked we17

Me. ADRAHAm. It in hard to predict what information is going to
be useful down the road, what you are going to be Interested In.
The surveyIs bdesigned to ask a whole range of questions about
peopls school actties their labor force activities, and their fam-
llybkrounda all of which I tbinL as past anaysis has shown,
may torn out to be relevant for understanding what happens to
them down the road. And knowing about that is quikt useful I
think in terms of formulaing policy to help youth in making th
transition from schcol to work.

Mr. BONIUA. And would there be overlap If it goes up to age 21?
Would there be overlap with the adult population, the work force
that conaiated of adult7

Ms. ARaHtss. Thb longitudinal aurvey would be quite different
than the monthly measure of employment that comes from the
Current Population Survey. Te new youth cohort would track in-
dividuals frm the time they are in the 14-21 age group until they
are well into thair working ya. We curently ha longitudinal
date se that cover om different groups, But aS of 1994 the
youngt person rd by ny of ourlTnatudin aur s going
to beSO ar old seif w now ntervI g a greupof14
to 21 or rds there reelly would not be any overlap with
any group n red by our other longitudinal surveyo.

w--ONt1M MrICS IND X REVISION

Mr. BoNUA. Okay. On another subct revising the Consumer
Price Index, Last yer, thi committee asked how much it would
cost over a period or years and I believe the answer was $56 mil-
lion over six years. And this year, a request was somewhere be-
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tween $U and $6 million. So over the next few years, as we look
at completing this rogrem, Is the idea to space out the request for
appropriated funds

Ms. AnRUI^m. I don't have last yesr's figures in my head-par.
don me because I wasn't here. This year's request is for funding
what we hope will be the first of six years of funding for this pro-
gram. The total current dollar funding added up over the six years
would be approximately $61 million. This year is really a year in
which we are doing initial start-up. It gets more expensive on an
annual basis as we get into heavy collection or dats and then it

r BONILLA. Last year ccording to our records, the request
was going to be $56 million overall. a there in ract now a projec-
tion of $5 million more, making it $61 million?

Ms. ABRXHXM. That is right, due to it being a year later. There
have been increases in some of the costa of some of the items that
go into this revision.

Mr. BONILLA. Could we anticipate, then, in subsequent year.
that would also increase? I see Mr. Barron shaking his head.

Mr. BARRON. No. There was one change. In part, this cost in-
crease is due to inflation. Another reason for the increase is that
one component of the revision involves work by the Census Bureau.
The Census Bureau has now come back to us and proposed that
one of the major surveys they do for us be redesigned and we have
included that plan in this particular proposal.

This program's total cost in real terms is less than the last revi-
sion, and we will hold the line on the cost in current dollars, but
you would see some inflationary cost increases. But in terms of the
type of program change item I discussed, that is going to be frozen.
This will be the total cost in real terms that we will present to you.

CHANGE IN UNEmPLOYmENr RATE CALCULATIONS -
Mr. BONILL. On the subject of changing the way unemployment

rale. wea re-Iulated all of America watched this as they were im-
plementd and they went up a little bit. Is that expected consist-
ently to stay higher because of the new way the data is processed
or was that just a one-time thing?

Ma. AntAHAaM. No. this is not a one-time phenomenon. We are
basing our expectations on the Infonmation that we have from a
year-and-a-half test study during which we conducted a smaller
scale survey using the new methods that we could then compare
for that period to the official survey using the old methods.

The unemployment rate measured the new way averaged about
a half a percentage point higher than the unemployment rate
measured the old way. And we would expect if underlying labor
market conditions ar similar during that test period, that this
would continue. The new method of measuring unemployment In a
more sensitive instrument. It is picking up more people that are
unemployed and we would expect that that would continue.

Mr. BONILLA, So then I would presume by your comment. that
you do feel it is definitely a more accurate and comprehensive way
of processing the data?

CA
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surrounding the event, at cetera. It is a major milestone from our
perspective.

At any rat. in getting started on this, the States have needed
help eo there have been certain costs that we have tried to Incur
here on their behait So the bottom line on thib, I think. In as with
all Federl-State program., much of the money goes to support
States. And Indeed when you preduce data by tate and then by
indut cltselfication within a Stat., you are talking about a fairly
expenelve enterpriSe.

LABOR MARKEr INFORMATION REPORT

Mrs. Lowsr. In lest yeare committee report, we asked the De-
partment to conduct a complete review of all lebor market informa-
iion need end products and report back to the committee by May
1. What to the current statue of that review?

Me. ABRAHAM. That report in well under way at this point. Work
on thia got started a bit later than we might have liked because
there was no money appropriated for doIn the work on this report
and there was a process of negotiation with the Employment end
Training Adminisratlion. who have agreed to fund this work. The
report n new under way. We have every expectation that the re-
port will be deivered on schedule on May let. I don't know if you
wanted to add in that Tom?

Mr. P lm We have hired a study director who wao with the
Georgia Deportment of Lbor. He ib on board. We formed five
etudy teams We wri bring the tek toetber egein net month

and the lsbor market Information edion therein eo w are paying
s re deal of attention to it,

Mr.LOWEY. Are the Statee involved in the process? The commit-
tee asked that the States be Involved in the study and we would
be interested to know to what extent the States Are Involved.

Mr. Ptzw. We have hired a State oficdal as the Study Direc-
tor. On every one of the committees, there l et least two-thirds or
the committes member., are State people. So, yes, ma'am the
State are involved to a major extent.

Mr.. Lor. Thank you.
Mr. Poter, would you ike to ask some questions?

_______ OIR RI iNDtX

Mr. P0RvE., Thank you, Madam Chair.
Ms Ahraham for fiscal year 199. your budget requests $5 mil-

lion and 29 6C; for the first yewr of the Consumer Price Index
revision.

ML. ABRAHAM, That is correct.
Mr. PosTER. Last yea, BLS testified that it would require 23

FTis for this project, What is the reason for the difference in what
you thought you would need then and whet you are requesting
now?

Ma. ABaRAHA. Since I was not here last year snd am no int-
mainly familiar with the details of last yeair request, I am going
to ask my colleague, Bill Barron, to speak to that if he would.
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Mr. BARRN. That is correct, Mr. Porter. Alo, the total cost as
we estimated In last yeesa request has gene up by $5 million.
There ar. two reaeons or this. Une rea onm i that last year when
we were hero the CPI revision, while we did discues It here had
not officially made it into our request. And indeed no funding was
frovided, essentially, because the executive branch did not request

We in BLS rec bed It Is critically important that this meas-
ure, which is usedi so many ways that Impact the Federal budg-
et, remain as accurate As possible. We did not want to just come
back with the same plan and have thib index be introduced a year
later. So we have replanned this activity and. in essence Iave
maintained the saee delivevry date for a new CPI that we 6d at
the time that we were here Isot year. And we think that was criti-
cally important, given the impact o CPI on the overall Federal

Part of the personnel increase is to hlp us say on that same
plan Som of he ost ncrese i du to nflaion omeof it is due

to a proposal that we received from the Census B1uresu to modify
the systems that support some of the surrey work they do for us.
W heve looked at that proposal carefully, presented it to OMB.
and deCided It wa w orth the Investment.

Now, in aggregte there Is an icesasyou point out. In rela-
tion to the pasthowever. this revieion I believe is $5 to $6 millio
in real terms below the coat of the last one. We have tried to main-
tain cost even though you are absolutely right that you are seeing
some increases between last year and this.

Mr. PoaRTER. So the current estimate of the total coet is now
about $61 million?

Mr. BARRON. TMat is correct, eir.
Mr. PORTER. Why are you considering multiyear availability?
Mr. BARRON. That is a request that was presented to the commit.

tee in the past, and we have been very appreciative of the fact that
we have received that authority in the past. The CPI revision lsar-
guiably one of the most complicated thlngs we do. It is a series of
interlocking sp. The request for multiyear funding helps us to
avoid mieing that end date. There are a lot of contract activities
in the revision for both the public and private sectors. and rather
than coming back and asking for money and waiting for appropria-
tions. multiy ar funding helps us keep this project on time and
meet the delivery date that we are very mucb committed to.

INCREASE IN OTHER SERVICES

Mr. PORTER. Thank you.
The budget request includes $3 million for an increese in 'other

services.e What is this for?
Ms. ABRAMIM. Again, I am not intimately familiar with the de-

tails of the budget lines, let me ask Bill Barron to addreas that, if
I could.

Mr. BARRON. There are increases in whet we call object class 26.
That is contractual services. Thes increases represent inflationary
cost. in the areas of State Cooperative Agreements, other contract
services, and working capital fund. Something along the order of-
let me put it this way, less than half of the money we request from
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MAR I 9 E99

Honorable Maurice D. Hinchey
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Hinchey:

At the Joint Economic Committee hearing on March 7, you
asked that we send you Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data
on recent trends in productivity and compensation. I am
pleased to comply with your request.

The enclosed table shows the year-to-year percent changes,
for the years since 1990, in productivity, hourly
compensation, and related series. The table includes the
average annual rates of change for these series for the
period 1990 through 1996. The data are consistent with
information released by the Bureau on March 11.

The first column shows trends in output per hour, or labor
productivity, in the business sector of the economy. Hourly
compensation, shown in column 2, includes wages and salaries
plus employer contributions for social insurance and private
benefit plans for employed persons in the-business sector.
Column 3 presents hourly compensation trends adjusted for
changes in the implicit price deflator (IPD) for the
business sector. The IPD measures inflation in the prices
of all goods and services produced in the business sector,
not just consumer goods and services. Hence, trends in
hourly compensation adjusted for the IPD reflect the hourly
costs of employing workers in terms of the prices their
employers receive for their output. The fourth column shows
hourly compensation adjusted for changes in the Consumer
Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U). The column 4
measure of real hourly compensation reflects change in the
prices of the items consumers purchase and thus is more
suitable for assessing change in the purchasing power of
wages. Hourly compensation adjusted for the CPI-U is
published by the BLS in its Productivity and Costs news
releases.
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Hourly compensation deflated by the IPD clearly has risen
more rapidly in recent years than hourly compensation
deflated by the CPI-U. This is because the IPD has
increased more slowly than the CPI-U. The relatively slow
rise in the IPD reflects the fact that the IPD covers goods
purchased as business investments, which have recorded
relatively slow price increases in recent years, while the
CPI-U excludes such goods.

The last column of the table presents trends in unit labor
costs. Labor costs account for about 70 percent of total
production costs. Unit labor costs are especially useful
for analyzing the pressures of changes in labor costs on
output prices. The costs of producing a unit of output
generally can be expected to rise in the event of an
increase in compensation per hour. On the other hand, these
unit costs generally will be reduced by increases in output
per hour of labor input, or labor productivity. Unit labor
costs are computed as compensation per unit of output.
Changes in unit labor costs are roughly equal to the
difference between the percentage change in hourly
compensation (column 2 of the table) and the percentage
change in output per hour (column 1). Unit labor costs thus
reflect the pressures on output prices of hourly
compensation increases not offset by productivity gains.

I hope that you find this information useful.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosure



Business sector: Recent trends in labor productivity, hourly compensation, hourly
compensation deflated by the implicit price deflator for the business sector (IPD)
and hbv the CPT and unit labor costs
Percent Output per Compensation Real (IPD) Real (CPI) Unit labor
change: hour of all per hour compensation compensation costs

persons per hour per hour

1990-91 0.6 4.8 0.8 0.6 4.2

1991-92 3.4 5.2 2.8 2.1 1.7

1992-93 0.2 2.5 0.0 -0.5 .3

1993-94 0.5 1.9 -0.2 -0.6 1.4

1994-95 0.1 3.1 0.8 0.3 3.0

1995-96 1.0 3.8 2.1 0.8 2.8

Average 1.0 3.5 1.0 0.4 2.6
annual rate
of change,
1990-96

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, March 11, 1997.
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